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Gasoline Price
Hike Approved

•

WASHINGTON (API - The
nation's consumers soon will
begin paying a penny or two
more a gallon to fuel their automobiles and home oil furnaces, but some of petroleum
dealers don't think the boost is
enough.
The Cost of Living Council
announced approval of immediate retail price increases Friday. It said most gasoline dealMRS. JOHN SIMMONS,left, chairman of the Civic Committee ers could.raise their prices by 1
for the National Secretaries Association, accepts money collected to 2.5 cents a gallon, and heatby the Calloway County High School and Murray High School ing-oil dealers could raise
Chapters of the Future Homemakers of America in the house to
theirs by 1 to 2 cents.
house canvass for the Victory March for the Arthritis Foundation.
The council added, however,
t total of approximately $500 was collected by the FHA groups in it "expects that competitive
the drive headed by the NSA chapter. Presenting the check is, left pressures in many gasoline
to right. Norita Cassity, first vice-president of the Calloway FHA markets will continue to keep
chapter, Beverly Rogers, song leader, and Becky Edwards, some retailers selling below the
reporter, for the Murray FHA chapter.
ceiling price levels."
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Heating-oil retailers were given the right to automatically
adjust their prices monthly, beginning Nov. 1, to reflect higher
wholesale costs.
The council did not give that
benefit to gasoline dealers,
however. Under the new gasoline pricing formula, the ceiling
will be based on the retailer's
actual selling price on May 15,
plus the nncreased wholesale
cost between May 15 and Sept.
22.
The previous ceiling provided
that the- retailers could charge
their Aug. 1 wholesale cost,
own price markup as
Hoffman gave the Justice De- plus their
precluded the possibility of a
of Jan. 10.
fair hearing from the grand partment until Friday to reCouncil Director John T.
spond to constitutional issues
jury.
acknowledged that the
Dunlop
motion
A supplementary document involved in the Agnew
change in guidelines would reaccused the Justice Depart- and until Oct. 8 to respond to sult in higher consumer
prices,
ment of being the source of a other issues. Agnew's attorneys an
billion
$1
each
estimated
for
re"flood of .. prejudicial re- then have until Oct. 11 to
one-cent-a-gallon gasoline boost
spond to the Justice Departports.alone.
ment.
"It is clear that
president is the victim of a deliberate campaign, calculated
and intended to deprive him of
his basic rights to due process
and fair hearings," the affidavit says.
The Justice Department replied that, "there is no basis
WASHINGTON ( AP)- Pres- year before a new federal law
whatsoever-in fact or common ident Nixon's re-election fi- requiring disclosure of camsense" for the claim. The de- nance committee says it col- paign contributions and expartment's statement added lected $18.2 million in secret penditures went into effect on
that its investigation will con- contributions with dozens of April 7.
The three-inch thick report of
tinue.
five to seven-figure gifts from
The investigation concerns ambassadors,bankers,industri- those who gave between Jan. 1,
possible violation by Agnew of alists. promine t Republicans 1971 and April 6, 1972 also intax, extortion, bribery and con- and-in one
-a man in cluded $1 million from Mellon
heir Richard Scaife; $200,000
spiracy laws. The vice presi- prison.
dent has denied the allegations.
executive from members of the Rockefelinsura
Chic
U. S. Atty. George Beall, who W. (lement Stone was far and ler family and $568,000 from
is handling the investigation, away the biggest donor, with $2 Mr. and Mrs. John Mulcahy of
also repeated denials that his million, in a list made public New York, president of Quigley
office was the source of leaks. Friday under court order by Co., a subsidiary of Pfizer
The Agnew attorney who filed the Finance Committee to Re- Pharmaceuticals
Among prominent donors who
the motion, Stanley Mortenson, elect the President.
would not comment on why it
Stone, who publicly has ac- gave lesser amounts were enwas released the day after the knowledged giving $4.8 million tertainer Bob Hope and recljury began hearing evidence on to Nixon campaigns since 1968, usive billionaire lioward
Agnew.
contributed the $2 million last Hughes, who both gave $50,000.

Federal Prosecuters Continue
Investigation Of Agnew Despite
Legal Move To Halt Jury Action
BALTIMORE ( AP)- Federal prosecutors are continuing
their investigation of Spiro T.
Agnew despite a legal move by
the vice president to halt grand
jury action on the case.
U.S. District Court Judge
Walter E. Hoffman said Friday
in Norfolk, Va., that the grand
jury could hear additional evidence next week while lawyers
from both sides argue whether
the investigation should be
stopped.
Meanwhile, Agnew flew- to
California for•speech today to
a Republican women's group.
In other developments related
to the Agnew investigation:
-CBS News quoted a Washington urban planner as saying
he was asked to give Agnew
$2,500 for the vice president's
help in obtaining, a federal contract. The planner, Edward
Echeverria, told CBS the request came from his former
boss and a friend of the vice
president, Lester Matz.
An Agnew spokesman termed
the report "more hearsay."
-Sen. Barry Goldwater of
Arizona, former Missouri Gov.
Warren E. Hearnes and insurance executive W. Clement
Stone were announced as
trustees of a fund for Agnew's
legal defense.
Stone, the largest listed contributor to President Nixon's
1972 campaign, said Agnew's
defense could cost $500,000.
Agnew's motion was filed in
-Baltimore only an hour before
Judge Hoffman niet in Norfolk
with attorneys for Agnew and
the Justice Department to set
dates for future action on the
motion.
Hoffman became presiding
judge over the, Agnew case
when all nine feaeral judges in
Maryland.. disqualified themselves.
The motion contains a twopronged argument against further grand jury action which
could lead to an indictment of
the vice president.
Agnew's attorneys argued
that the grand jury is exceeding italijuriscliction because
the Constitution protects the
vice president from indictment
or court Con.
vice president)
"He
must hold the office and be free
to perform, its duties until his
.• v.•rernarral-...Aset.shotrt• iivswearsdance with the constitutional
plans--by impeachment, resignation, or expiration of his
term," a supporting memorandum said.
In addition, the motion
claimed leaks to the press have

Charles Binsted, president of
the National Congress of Petroleum Retailers, said he was
disappointed at the size of the
permitted increases and that
they would provide only temporary relief to dealers.
Service-station operators
have complained that the Nixon
administration's Phase 4 ear
nomic program forbade them
to pass their wholesale price increases on to their customers.
Some have shut down their
businesses in brief mass pro-
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ASTRONAUTS BACK FROM LONG STAY IN SPACE-Skylab flight commander Alan Bean, right, is assisted by NASA doctors
he walks toward a mobile platform, left, where fellow astronauts Jack Lousma and Owen Garriott are already seated. The
astronauts later were transported to Skylab Mobile Laboratories for medical examinations after their 59 days in space.
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Farm Prices Drop 8 Per Cent In September
WASHINGTON ( AP - The
Agriculture Department's index
of farm prices dropped eight
per cent in the month ended
Sept. 15, the biggest decline in
more than 25 years.
Although much of the drop
was due to sharply lower prices
for livestock-as a group down
14 per cent from August
records--the Crop Reporting

Nixon Committee teveals $18.2
Million In Secret Contributions

Board listed *clines for a
number of other important
commodities Friday.
Wheat, cotton and milk were
among those going up since
mid-August, while soybeans
and corn joined the losers.
However, the over-all price
index still was 48 per cent
above a year earlier. In August, it had jumped a record 20
per cent from July
Cattle prices averaged $47.50

Hughes contributed a, publicly
reported $66,000 after April 7.
Listed among contributors of
$1.4 million in cash, as opposed
to checks, was Gal Kovens, a
prominent Miami Beach, Fla.,
contractor coevicted along with
ex-Teamsters
chief Jimmy
Hoffa in a 1964 mail fraud trial.
The name of Kovens, who
gave 130,000, came up earlier
this summer before the Senate
Watergate committee when former presidential counsel John
W. Dean III submitted the transcript of a telephone conversation between George Smathers,
former Democratic senator
from Florida, and White House
aide Charles W. Colson.

Mrs. Barletta A. Wrather

Mrs. Wrather
To Be Honored
By Association

per hundredweight, down from
the all-time high of $51.70 in
August. That price is based on
what farmers get for all animals sold for beef, whether old
canner cows or prime steers.
Hogs were down to $43.80 per
hundredweight,from the record
of $56.50 in August.
Other declines from August
included: corn $2.15 per bushel,
down from $2.68; soybeans
$5.81 per bushel, down from
$8.99; lambs $33.10 per hundredweight,.down from $40.60;
and broilers 30.3 cents per
pound, down from 37.8.
Cotton at the farm averaged
44.6 cents per pound, up from
36.7 in August.
Wheat prices, still being
pressed up by heavy export demand, averaged $4.62 per bushel on the farm, compared with
84.45 in August.
The September price for fluid
milk sold to the public was up
46 cents per hundredweight to
$7.92.
• Meanwhile, what farmers
must pay to meet expenses
dropped two-thirds of one per
cent but still averaged 17 per
cent higher than in September
last year.
The drop in commodity
prices, with the slight reduction
in expenses, caused the parity
ratio to dip to 95 per cent from

Terrorists
Release
Hostages

Mrs. Barletta A. Wrather,
County Extension Agent for
Home Economics, in Calloway
County, will be recognized as an
Jim
outstanding worker at the
National Association of ExBy The Associated Press
tension Home Economists on
Two Arab terrorists released
October 19, 1973.
four hostages in Vienna after
Mrs. Wrather will attend her an Austrian promise to close a
jourth National Meeting at Jewish transit center, then hap"Grossingers" in New York scotched across the Mediterrageny in search of a place
State. Along with two other - nearneftuod
Kentucky agents and recipients of.
Their small twin-engine plane
from other 49 states , she will
receive the "Distinguished landed at Cagliari. Sardinia
after three Arab nations-- Al.
:
Service Award."
John Whitmer
Donnie Rogers
Doug Spencer
Mrs. Wrather has a keen geria, Libya and Tunisia -reKelly Seale
interest in Management and fused them permission to land.
consumer education and has according to Italian police.
Earlier the Arabs ordered
directed this interest toward
programming for low-income their two Austrian pilots to land
families-and young families, a at Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia and
spokesman said. Through Palermo. Sicily to refuel.
The tetreriSts had stopped
h
.!operation with ether agencies
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"I think Nixon arid Agnew are many useful skills to improve Czechoslovakia and abducted
"I think the people will_be a
possibility of corruption in the Your Opinion column for this
and working three Jewish Soviet emigrants
little more careful in choosing a both good men and if they were family living
federal government.
week.
community and an Austrian border guard.
on
to be impeached, it would be a together
president.
The four persons, all students
It might not have begun with
ges were freed after
The h
added.
he
programs,
to the country," Seale
loss
great
"Nixon gave too much power
Watergate, .but that ,eertainly at Murray High School were
Aka,
-hes
.Wrather.s
sesseit
rjan-411X-411PAW
was a main factor in causing asked if they believed the fo 'Fife bittbg• OM-Vier h.**
who with Extension for almost 18 agreed to shut down a Jewish
The only person
many people in this land to people could still have faith in advantage of the situation. As disagreed was Donnie Rogers of years ahd prior to that was a transit center south of Vienna.
for Agnew, I think he did take
reevaluate their faith in the government.
Home Economics teacher in The center has been the first
102 Riveria Courts.
the kickbacks.
government and to scrutinize
of
lot
a
"I feel that they have
Calloway County. She con- stop for .Jews emigrating from
no
people
the
believe
don't
"I
"People will have confidence
the goings-on in Washington. confidence in the government,"
strives to improve her the Communist bloc natitTriS to
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the
in
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have
longer
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a professional home Israel.
said.
Spencer
as
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government.
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freshman
Kelly Seale, a
Consumer Education and Arabs, who said they were
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FORECAST

What's Your Opinion?

Students Have Faith In Government

a 21-year high of 102 per cent in
August.
In another announcement Friday, the Agriculture Department said the Cost of Living
Council had ruled against an'
immediate further boost in the
minimum prices paid dairy
farmers for their milk.
Dairymen got an 11 per cent
price increase earlier this
month and were seeking another boost in October equal to
about a penny a quad,-'The council vetoed the second
increase during a recent
"series of discussions," said H.
L. Forest, director of the dairy
division in the Agricultural
Marketing Service.,
"Generally, they thought it
was an action not needed at
this time," Oorest reported.

-

Jerry Tucker

Jerry Tucker
Wins First At
Mid-South Fair
Jerry Tucker, a member of
the Calloway County chapter of
Future Farmers of America,
won. first place in dairy
showmanship at the Mid-South
fair held in Memphis recently.
Young Tucker, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker of
Kirksey. is a sophomore at
Calloway County High and is an
active ,reember of the FFA
Chapter: Ile has-several Jersey
dairy animals and has shown '.
than at local and state !aka. He
showed %fee animas- artlie.

The,local youth represented
Kentucky in the showmanship
contest and competed with FFA
members from Tennessee,
XrAsills.as...-.144s4si, _Ant
,
The Calloway FFA dairy
judging team also represented
Kentucky at the Mid -South
Fair. Members of the team
were Larry Tucker, Krit
Stubblefield, and Steve McCuiston. Team alternates were
Anthony Webb, Tim Letterman,
and Kent Letterman. The team
ranked fourth in the Mid-South
competition,
Seven members from the
Calloway Chapter attended the
fair and linked third in chapter
attendance from the state of
Kentucky.
1

Mrs. Pritchett Is
New President Of
The Dexter Club

Your Individual Ho
Frances Drak

FOR SUNDAY,SEPtEMBER *1973
Look in the section in which and careful decisions can mean
your birthday comes and find top results soon.
what your outlook is, according
AQUARIUS
to the stars.
4.̀
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
ARIES
Do not hesitate to ask
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
questions. There could be some
Be extremely careful to
surprising answers otherwise
discriminate between rumor
unavailable.
Evaluate
and fact, not to accept hearsay
carefully; take nothing as
as accurate information. Some
positive without due research.
deceptive trends prevail.
PISCES
TAURUS
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 29)
(Apr. 21 to May 2U
Don't cross others without
You may be given some extra
responsibilities, but if the end ample reason. It may turn out
results seem worthwhile, ac- best if you wait a bit before
cept them - ambitiously. Curb making decisions, give time for
a tendency toward restlessness. added factors to appear.
GEMINI
YOU BORN TODAY: The
( May 22 to June 21)
Do not conclude a matter scales are your symbol; Venus,
before all facts are known or a your planet - representing
full chance for research given. beauty and love. Any lack of
You could be tricked into harmony in your surroundings
inaccurate moves if not wary. distresses you. You are notably
lacking in aggressiveness and
rANCER
find it hard to make decisions
(June 22 to July 23,
Lunar influences beneficent since your need for weighing
Dovetail activities with those of and balancing everything
associates. Joint performances, unhurriedly makes it improperly planned, should possible for you to take an
immediate stand on any issue.
produce fine results.
This hesitancy is considered by
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1/24ick many to be a sign of weakness
You may make a discovery- on your part but, once you have
both unexpected and profitable. made a decision, no power on
Your clue lies in reading be- earth can make you change
tween the lines, studying the your mind. This trait COULD
prove exasperating to others at
"fine print."
times - especially if your
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 73)7 wiPil decision should prove unsound.
Leave nothing to chance; Consider well! There are many
stress your innati'' meticu- fields in which you could excel,
lousness for detail and ac- but notably in literature, the
curacy. In discussions, try to law, jurisprudence, painting
persuade gently, not with force. and the theater. Birthciate of:
Truman Capote, Amer. author;
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct, 23) AEI Deborah Kerr, Eng. actress.
PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Give a little extra time to YOUR
FOR len For • perscmal 110-paioe
matters which have been forecast on health. wealth. love and
marriaile, WW1 $1.00 phis 25 cents in
neglected, and remain flexible coin
for posteoe and handling lo
Department, Sok 173.
in your thinking; but DON'T go Horoscope Book
Old Chelsea Station. Ni'. YorlL N.Y
to extremes. Stress your
1
A.=
For i1t, "ntNAASE,"'
.711
inherent good sense.
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH Ito ere sure
yOU get the rioht forecast for VOW
SCORPIO
zodiac sign)
(Oct: N to Nov. 22) rit'AV
.
Leave the status quo in all
phases of your life unless you
are forced to make changes
because of unexpected cirHOUSTON GIRL
cumstance& But even then, act
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dale
reservedly.
Houston of Murray Route Three
SAGITTARIUS
are the parents of a baby girl,
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Deneshia Dawn, weighing
Be master of your thinking seven pounds, born on Saturrather than let it set you off on
day, September 22, at 2:30 a.m.
tangents which get you
at the Murray-Calloway County
nowhere. Success can come
Hospital.
through new alliances made
The new fatter is employed at
now.
Hutson Chemical Compel*.
CAPRICORN
Grandmothers are Mrs.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't overplay your hand, but Marie Houston of Murray Route
Three and Mrs. Hedy Walker of
stay in there pitching with the
best of them. The right balance Murray.
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CLINT ELSTWOOD
HIGH PLAINS DRIFTER
JNIVE RIAL/TAALPASO COMPANY PRODUC T ION
TI HNICOLORe• PANAVISION0

CHiLDRENS MATiNEE

SAT.
1 til 3

"THUNDER IN CAROLINA"
Plus 3rd Chapter of Serial . . .

"MANHUNT ON MYSTERY ISLAND"
-71

_o

DEAR GIRL: To me, the sexual expression of love is a
beautiful, private thing between two people. Using sex to
achieve the ultimate in a "thrill." which could conceivably
include the whole neighborhood, is for animals.
I'll not only knock group sex, I'll knock wood against
Its becoming a popular national pastime.
DEAR ABBY: You recently chided Roy Rosenberg for
reporting that years ago a 40-year-old sheepherder In Wyoming married a 10-year-old girl, saying: "Aw, come on, 10year-olds aren't permitted to marry in the U.S.A."
I am enclosing a newspaper clipping, dated February 1,
1937, showing a "bashful" bride, age 9, and her 22-year-old
Tennessee mountaineer husband! The bride's parents
were all for it, and in those days it was apparently legal.
SPARTA, ILL., READER
DEAR READER: I am informed by Doris, Sen. Howard Baker's secretary, that in order to obtain a Tennessee
marriage license today, the applicants must be 18 [without
parental consent! and 16 with! But in cases where the
applicants lie about their ages, lithe parents' do not contest
it. the couple are considered married. For another defender
of Roy, read on
DEAR ABBY: In 1903, when I was six years old, we
lived in the little coal-mining town of Wofford, Kentucky.
My 8-year-old sister's favorite playmate was a 10-year-old
girl who had to go home at 5 o'clock to fix supper for her
22-year-old husband!
Furthermore, in 1876, my mother's sister married at 13.
I also had a cousin who married a 14-year-old girl when
he was 15. Another cousin became a grandfather at the age
of 32!
So, my Dear Abby, you'd better write Mr. Rosenberg
another letter.
EL PASOAN
DEAR ABBY: I am boiling' Mr. Boss asked you to
'publish an "open letter" to his secretary in which he tells
her that he wishes she would please keep her personal
problems to herself He says he is not a financial advisor,
neither is he a marriage counselor, and he doesn't want her
to waste his time for hers] crying on his shoulder at the
office. Well, I have a letter for HIM:
Dear Rpss
In the six months J have worked for you, I know just
about everything there is to know about your family situation I really don't care if your wife IS cold, and that you'd
divorce her in a minute if it weren't for your children.
Also, I don't care if you do think I have beautiful hair,
lovely eyes, great legs. Also, I DO NOT want to join you to
"relax" after office hours with a cocktail.
I donl wish to discuss my private life with you, and
some of t1W questions you ask are pretty embarrassing.
I am no "Dear Abby," so don't tell me your problems
because I have no desire to become part of them.
And by the way, when I find another job that pays me
what this one does, I'll give you my two-weeks' notice.
Meanwhile, since you think I'm such an excellent secreYOUR SECRETARY
tary, how about a raise?
DEAR ABBY: You asked to hear from .senior citizens:
Would that some compassionate, benevolent God would take
this body and accept the soul of man on the day be voluntarily retires or is arbitrarily retired from his work, and
soon becomes...USELFsS SEVENTY
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your eked.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. WOO. L. A.,
Calif. 188111. Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope,
please.
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DEAR ABBY: My husband is 33 and I am 26. We've
been married for four years, and have always had a fulfilling marriage. We are both very attractive people.
Our sex life lacks nothing, and, I should add, I am very
broad-minded and don't mind doing whatever it takes to
please my husband.
The problem is, tImore I do the things he wants, the
kinkier he gets. Now he wants to get into group sex. He
keeps bringing these people over who are into that sort of
thing, and they're trying to get me involved in it.
Abby, I would do practically anything to please my
husband, but this group thing turns me off. He is very
persistent, and says I shouldn't knock anything I haven't
tried.
How do you feel about this? No name or town, please.
OLD-FASHIONED GIRL

J,r,i, F Levine rt.. Brut

Ago AM.
.
rv 1.,1,•4,1

group

By Abigail Van Buren
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DRACULA'S
BLOODBROTHER
STALKS THE
EARTH AGAIN'
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The Dexter Homemakers
Club met on Thursday, September 13, at 9:30 a.m, at the
Dexter Community Center for
the first meeting of the new club
year.
Mitchuson,
Mrs. Irene
outgoing president, opened the
meeting and thanked the
members for their support the
past year. She introduced the
new president, Mrs. Hays
Pritchett, who presided and
read the scripture from
Philippians 4: 7-8 with Mrs.
Lula Parish leading in prayer.
The secretary, Mrs. June
Pritchett, called the roll and
gave the financial report. Seven
members answered the roll
call. Four visitors were Mrs.
Luna Ernstberger, Mrs. Gale
Griffin and two little daughters,
Mrs. Pauline Edwards, and
Mrs. Ray Pritchett. Members
should pay their club dues by
November 1, the secretary said.
Mrs. Lyda Overby, assisted
by Mrs. Hays Pritchett, gave
the lesson on "Clothing and Fall
Fashions."
The club voted for each
member to piece two quilt
blocks each month and give to
two sunshine friends at the
meeting each month. The club
presented Mrs Irene Mitchuson
with a lovely gift.
A social hour was held with
refreshments of cake, ice
cream, and coffee being served
by the hostess, Mrs. Hays
Pritchett.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Darlene Elkins and Mrs.
Dallis Colson.
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday, October 11,
at 9:30 a.m. at the Dexter
Community Center.

Luncheon Meet Held
At Holiday Inn By
Pottertown Club
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Saturday, September 29
Fish fry will be held at the
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church,
Hazel, from four p.m. to 10.30
p.m.

Pima, 711•IIIII a, 753•411117

Dr. Halene Visher
Elected President
Of Lydian Class
Dr. Helene Visher opened her
home on Dogwood Drive West
for the September social
meeting of the Lydian Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church.
An inspiring installation
service was conducted by Mrs.
Richard Walker for the officers
of the class elected to serve
during the new church year.
They are Mrs. Archie C.
Simmons, teacher; Dr. Visher,
Owen
Mrs.
president,
Billington, vice-president; Mrs.
J.N. Outland, secretary; Mrs.
Laurine Doran, assistant
secretary; Mrs. A.A. Doherty,
publicity; Mrs. M.T. Tarry,
class ministries, ; Mrs. Wilburn
class
assistant
Farris,
ministries.
Group captains are Mrs.
Eddie Roberts, Mrs. Clifford
Smith, Mrs. Orvis Hendricks,
Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson, and Mrs.
Preston Jones.
The retiring president, Mrs.
Grogan Roberts, presided at the
meeting. Mrs. Theron Riley was
a visitor.
Refreshments were served
by the group captained by Mrs.
Porter Holland, Mrs. Hunter
Love,and Mrs. Hillard Rogers.

Youth for Christ Rally will be'
held at the Murray City Park
from 6:30 to eleven p.m.
A social for adult members of
the Oaks Country Club and their
out-of-town guests will be held
at the club following the Murray
State football game.
Sunday,September 30
Fox Family reunion dinner
will be held at Kenlake State
Park shelter house.
Turkey Shoot, sposored by
New Concord vrc, will be held
at the New Providence Riding
Club starting at 1:30 p.m
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome
will hold open house in observance' of their 50th wedding
anniversarx from two to four
p.m. at thier home on Kirksey
Route One near Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dunn of
Pompano Beach, Fla., will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with an open house
at Mt. Carmel United Methodist
Church, north of Kirksey just
off Highway 299, from two to
five p.m. All relatives and
friends are invited and
requested not to bring gifts.

Fins

Calloway
County
The
Genealogical Society discussed
plans for a second book on
"Family Records" at the
September meeting held at the
home of Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield.
Members are collecting
records for the book and if
enough material can be obtained, a new book will be
published. Persons submitting
material should have it
typewritten and send it to one of
the members as soon as
possible.
Mrs. Stubblefield, president,
presided. Several of the copies
of the first book on "Bible
Records of Calloway County"
have been sold during the
summer but a few more copies
are left, the president said. The
club also has some ancestral
charts available.
The secretary, Mrs. I. H. Key,
read the minutes and called the
roll. The calendar for the
coming year wits discussed
Refreshments of pound cake,
punch, ice cream, and
strawberries were served by
the hostess. Also present were
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs
Price Doyle, Mrs. John
Livesay, Mrs. Wesley Waldrop,
Miss Maude Nance, and Miss
Erin Montgomery.
The next meeting will be held
October 8 at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Price Doyle. All
members and other persons
interested in genealogy are
invited to attend.

by .

Mike Wright is she
Equipment used in h
and Deer.

Opening Special!

Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will have a family picnic
for members and new people in
town and their families at 3:30
p.m. at Kenlake State Park.
Soft drinks will be furnished by
the club.

15%
Off

any item brought in for stripping
during opening week

Sept. 29-Oct. 6

The BARN

Monday, October 1
Chapter M of PEO will meet
The September luncheon at the home of Mrs. L.J. Hortin
Pottertown at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. A.C.
Furniture Stripping Service
meeting of the
Homemakers Club was held at LaFollette as cohostess and
Mrs.
A.H.
No Dipping
Titsworth
in charge
the Holiday Inn with the
of
the
program
Weston,
president, Mrs. Ruth
• Hand Stripped Process
presiding.
Sigma
Department
of
Murray
• No Harm to Glue or Veneers
Mrs. Volene Roberts gave the
main lesson on "Style Trends Woman's Club will have a Style
• Minimum of Raised Grain
and the Look of Fall." Mrs. Show by The Place at the club
house
at
7:30
p.m.
The
show
is
5 Miles West .of Murray on Hwy. 94
Mary Gertzen discussed the
open to the public.
craft lesson, "Decoupage."
753-749
Dan McDaniel- Owner
The landscape notes conColdwater United Methodist
cerning white birch trees were
.
0411pgamesurIbmisemedipemeeraime•ftlipowieeftfluPologaP
given by Mrs. Louise Short. The Church Women will meet at 7:30
p.m.
at
the
church.
issues and concerns report was
given by Mrs. Blanch Larson.
Executive Board of the
Mrs. Lurene Cooper directed
Murray Woman's Club will
the recreational period.
Next Week! *
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house.
"Cahill U.S. Marshall"
Mrs. Bessie Colson read the
scripture from Philliptans 4:7-8.
'Oklahoma Crude
Kathleen Jones Group of the
Nineteen members answered
First
Baptist
Church Women
the roll call by Mrs. Iva Alford
NOW SHOWING!
* CINEMA 1
by naming their favorite leaf. will meet with Mrs. Robert
Jones
at
6:45
p.m.
Announcement was made of
the Flea Market by the
Recovery Inc. will meet at the
Calloway Homemakers Clubs
on Friday, October 5, at the Mental Health Center at 730
p.m.
American Legion Hall.
Other members present, not
An arts and crafts class for
NE* YORK FILM CRITICS' AWARD:
previously mentioned, were senior
citizens or retired men
Mesdames Lucy Alderdice, will start
at one p.m. at the
PICTURE
Nola Lewis, Olive Steele, Ruby Center at 1620 West Main
DIRECTOR
Kelly, Rosezella Outland, Jo Street. For
transportation call
Roberts, Clara Gertzke, Bobbie 7M-0929.
SCREENPLAY
Cook, Ola Outland, Gussie
ACTRESS"
Adams, Patye Overcast, and
UV ULLMANN
Tuesday, October 2
.
Katie Overcast.
A PTA Open House will be
held at the Murray State.
University School between ;7 INGMAR BERGMAN'S
Showtimes:
*
seven and 8:30 p.m.

,

******************

Bob Smith demonstra
used for tracking

WINNER
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Wyatt•Home Scene
Of Club Meeting!

Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt olifhed
her home for the September
meeting of the Westside
Homemakers Club.
The main lesson for the month
on "The Clothing Look For
Fall," was presented by Mrs.
Alvin Usrey. She had many
pictures to illustrate points in
her lesson.
Mrs. Usrey, acting president,
presided. Members selected
lessons for the year and plans
for the flea market on Friday,
October 5, were discussed.
Other members present were
Mrs. Glen- Gibbs, Mrs-'Elwin

CRIESAND 3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00 *
Plus Color
ISPERS
•
Cartoon

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 6:30
p.m. with Paducah Mayor Dolly
MeNutt as speaker. Mrs. Henry
Warren is program chairman.

ROGER CORMAN present
A NEW WORLD PICTURES RELEASE

NOW SHOWING!

Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Frank Roberts at two
pit. with Mrs. Eugene Scott as
cohostess and Mrs. Dan Hutson
*
giving the program.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
*
p:m.

gtf2=.e.--.Wealk54.07/k.JIAsie LigiWidt.CircIA
Crvuse
rI ir,„tx Mrs4Cwel
-p
ante.rars."%ieinroereen•
the First Presbyterian Church - *
A social hour was held with will meet with Mrs. Charles *
fatesTun
—e
-ft I being served-by—Moffetts,at 1:30
Mrs. Wyatt,
next netin will be held
MurayThe i
4PkvAAY,...14111-114.4,..'
on Monday, October 8, at 12 30
der tbe Rainbow f.cr
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Haky will'neat meMaiiitic Hall at
seven p,m.
Lee Garland.

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —

* CINEMA 2

1
BOW

THE LONG-R1JN
COMEDY HIT
COMEI
TOTHEICRIEN I

24

*
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Edward Albert
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Binnie Barnes '4

*
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Showtimes: 3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Opeo

AUT1/011111111

a

LATE SHOW FRI.ISAT. 11:30
VENESSA REDGRAVE

TR!

"THE DEVILS"d_t]
******************
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Kentucky Deportment of Fish and Wildlife representive demonstrates the power of a high powered rifle.
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Mike Wright is shown demonstrating the use of Radio Tracking
Equipment used in Management procedures of the Wild Turkey
and Deer

Missed National Hunting and Fishing Day,huh? Well, you really missed a treat if you didn't see the
T.V.A. sponsored demonstrations and exhibitions at Land Between The Lakes last Saturday.
Sportsmen from all over Western Kentucky and Tennessee and their guests gathered to observe the
celebration of Hunting and Fishing Day.
Several Murray Clubs were represented at the national celebration. The Calloway Deer Sportsmen
Club carried out a great exhibition of the tools of deer hunters. The Wildlife Society et Murray State
assisted with almost every aspect of the day.
The day's activities began at ten a.m. with competition between the muzzle loaders and archers of
the area. Believe it or not the archers won with Barry Bradseterar taking home the trophy with 89
total points of all muzzle loaders. The best archer trophy was taken by Ftemuis Clark of the Indian
Hill Archery Club. Clark also accepted the trophy in behalf of the archers in competition with muzzle
loaders.
After competition, observers were allowed to shoot the antique guns and unique bows of their
choice.
Later Bob Smith of the T.V.A. assisted by Mike Wright gove an informative demonstration
covering capture and tracking of the wild turkey by radio.
The groups then assembled at the gun range once more for a demonstration on gun handling and
safety presented by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife.
The cannon net method of capture for wild animal study was demonstrated to the amazement of the
crowd.
At the blast large projections and the net were flung out over an imaginary deer and the spectators
marveled at the demonstration.
The day's activities were definitely a success with many things a hunter,
fisherman or wildlife
manager uses in his work.
Portable deer stands of all types were on hand and a local wildlife artist demonstrated his outstanding ability to the onlooker.
So no doubt about it, you really missed a treat if you missed the National Hunting and Fishing Day
exhibition in the Land Between The Lakes. But there's always next y,ar
Bobby Hall presents the top holder of the day, Larry Brandstatter a trophy to be proud of.

Bob Smith demonstrates the pinpointt accuracy of the antenna
used for tracking

wild turkey

pIay of canoway Co. Deer Sportsmen, showing the tools and techniques of the deer
halter seemed to catch the interest of almost anyone passing by

ilie

Beb8mIth, Land Between The Lakes biologist, presents the winners trophy for the top archer to
Mrs. Rentals Clark. Mrs. Cark also accepted the trophy for competition between bow hunters and
muzzle loaders.

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
Ggrhs°'
• Archery Equipment

FISHERMEN
Last year alone, over half a million
acres were burned by woods
arsonists in the South. If you think
. this kind-of senseless destruction is
nothing to be proud Of. let's put a
stop to it. Now.

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.

Phone 753-2571

Guns

Check Big K For..,.

Remington-Brownink
Winchester

24 Hr. Wrecker Service —
ev,i- vy...or-Ter,/• ar.,......CeeiTAN,

1301 Chestnut

753-3134

^LIMO/KU CI [AAUP 1111161
4

rA7

Shells
Remington -Federal
Winchtster
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
AiimmomoomisamossoL
-ammimsummassossu

CHRYSLER
WIMPS CORPO5AT10,

HUTSON
all An

MOTORS

753-1933

rfilizer

41414•rowEan
-

T•ur

TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PRO/YR 711-1371

Time

-

-

Prescription "pirefull,

Afinstat#111

Located VC:Railroad Avenue

If you're a hunter, ask about our
selection of guns

3)

205 So. 5th
753-4469
ner.
osm
George FtOdge i
lamiummimmunigiiii

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
-.

•
753-3734

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action Is!

Jeep Puts
You There!

Sales
Service-Parts

Johnson

- taia_IL.Tte.as

Duo-Croft ---

VO:4-0WX

Complete Boating Supplies
Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.
.

WARD - ELKINS
*
*
mus ilip

One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
to.
"1.Aii
mc.'. openv2,9 mon.-Sot.i-4-6--Smoday

4

t14:43111.410‘17,116411011CPC'
'NW 10.11
,
411
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American Motors Dealei
753-6448
806 Coldwater Road

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MI 4.10R RUSINESS"
IHl
ie

TAYLOR

-WEST KENTUCKY'S

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

We carry the Wilson line .
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports

Fenton 8 Hodge

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
'
All Makes of-Guns
NYTOUNGL
WE'LL 1ILAD
-17011FA•
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Nixon Plans For Housing Poor
Concentrate On Elusive Goal

GUEST EDITORIALS

Words to Chew On

THE FEDERAL government
ever since World War II has been
committed to putting every
American family into a decent

No Comment needed —
The Lord's Prayer has 56 words. Lincoln's Gettysburg Address has 266. The Ten Commandments
have 297. The Declaration of Independence has 300.
But a government order this summer setting the
price of cabbage had 26,911 words.

A Recycling Climate
How seriously the nation considers the conservation of resources may very well be judged by
the" action Congress takes on legislatioh who%
purpose is the creation of federal policies that war
promote recycling of salvageable materials.
A move toward the proper climate is contained in
a bill which has been introduced by Sen. Frank E.
Moss, D-Utah. Among other steps to encourage
resource recovery. Sen. Moss' proposal would put
recycled materials on an equable basis with virgin
materials insofar as taxes and freight rates are
concerned.
"Recycled materials are not regulated equally
with virgin materials," Sen. Moss contends.
'Producers of virgin materials are entitled to
depletion allowances, capital gains and other tax
benefits not afforded to salvagers of the same
products. Virgin materials enjoy lower freight
rates.... (and) are given preferential treatment, and
recycled materials will continue to be 'junk' until
these policies are eliminated."
Governmental policy can overcome many of the
obstacles to recycling and provide the incentives to
spur more of it. The steps Sen. Moss proposes appear to attack basic problems and bear a close look
for favorable consideration in the investigation the
subcommittee on the environment of the Senate
Commerce Committee is currently making. -fir
Witchita Falls (Tex.) Times.

"You're looking better already!"
Business Mirror

American Bankers Defend Position

Ten Years Ago Today

By JOHN CUNNIFF
Enrollment at Murray State ,College for the fall
AP Business Analyst
semester is 4136, an increase of 527 students over
NEW YORK (AP) — When
last year.
foreign companies buy into
• Deaths reported are Mrs. Bessie Jones of Mayfield their American counterparts it
seems that almost everyone
'• and N. A. Lawrence of Hardin.
Doctor (Colonel) Oliver C. Hood of Boerne, Texas, benefits. That, at least, is the
-p• resently is attending the Industrial College of the way advocates of more such investments see it.
:Armed Forces at Fort Lesley J. McNair,
Among the more important
!Washington, D. C. He is the son of Mrs. Mary L. defenders of that position are
American investment bankers,
Hood of Murray.
+; Patsy Belote Purdom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. who increasingly sell their
*Wells Purdom, Sr., of Murray. is a pledge of Kappa services to European and Japa•
nese firms seeking a secure
+Kappa Gamma sorority at the University of -Ken- foothold
in the big U.S. market.
tucky, Lexington.
Making possible the foreign
thrust are a number of factOrs,
including massive holdings
abroad of U.S. dollars, depressed American stock prices,
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McKeel at Kir- and dollar devaluations that inskey burned to the ground last night. This was the crease the buying power of foreign currencies.
former Les Ross home.
While agreeing that their
The Young Business Men's Club of Murray will point of view could be prejspson
udiced, this is the rosy Oiew
The Young Business Men's Club of Murray will held by many of the parties insponsor a Scout Exposition for all Cub Scouts, Boy volved:
The foreign company benefits
Scouts.'and Explorer Scouts on October 3 at Brooks
from gaining a position in the
Stadium, Paducah.
biggest single market in the
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Thompson celebrated their world. The U.S. company re50th wedding anniversary with an open house at ceives cash and support for the
price of its stock, which likely
their home near Crossland on September 27.
Mrs. 011ie Brown will be one of the judges for the is depressed these days.
The customer who tenders his
Autumn Festival to be held at Paris, Tenn., on
stock in response to an adverOctober 2.
tisement by the foreign company generally obtains a premium over the current market
which might amount to 50 per
cent or more.
Trust Houses Forte Ltd. of
Calloway County went over the top with the
amount of $400,000 in the Third War Loan Drive that Britain, for example, offered
$11.50 a share to holders of
started September 9 and ended today, according to stock in TraveLodge InterW. Z. Carter and George Hart, War Loan Drive national Inc , a Californiabased motel builder and operchairmen.
Deaths reported are Ashley M. Elkins age 39, ator, when the market price
killed in an accident on September 22, Lt. Ezell was around $7.50.
The broker
a ,customer
Harding, killed in a plane crash on September 18, who tenders'hisforshares
obtains
and Ike Haynes, age 82.
a solicitation fee which may be
Lt. Weens Baskin presided over graduation of higher than he would have obapproximately 180 cadets who leave Murray tained for 'handling a contomorrow for St. Louis, Mo., and further assignment ventional sale of the shares on
the New York Stock Exchange.
to W.T.S. training centers.
To illustrate, a predominantly
Miss Mary Frances Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Canadian group offered brokers
Mrs. Dudley Jones, and Lt. Bernard Bell, son of Mr. and commercial bankers 45
and Mrs. W. A. Bell, were married September 28 at cents for each share of the Signal Companies tendered by
the First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Ruth Williams is Worthy matron and Norman their customers, or $45 a hundred. The conventior* commisKlapp is worthy patron of
Star Chapter Np, sion for the.stork, then selling
—1331Trder orth "elEaStgoiStafjor
Murray.the ensuing year. at $204 would have been $41.80.
,•
10.1
-"The livvestrtreert tomker Who
puts the deal together obtains a
fee for his efforts, which might

20 Years Ago Today

30 Years Ago This Week

Bible Thought For Today
And Orpah kissed her mother-hi-law; But 'Ruth

,,Ata.ve.uata.
Mere duty is commonplace; true love is hard to

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

When Our thirtieth president, Calvin Coolidge,
explained that it was his habit not to say anything
because he then would not be called upon to repeat
it. he must have anticipated tape recording.
"I regret often that I have spoken;
—Publilius Syrus,

50 Be

hung to light the way, because
it's good for everyone.
At this stage, nobody can declare who is right. It's never
happened before. There is no
precedent to aid in judging.

And local communities benefit from an infusion of financial
energy that could spark corporate expansion and lead to
more jobs and probably better
paychecks.
Some critics, however,Riave
a remarkably different attitude.
To many of them, the investment bankers are a fifth
column seeking to sell the country to the highest bidder. To
others, the danger isn't so
much actual as potential.
Isn't it possible, they ask,
that some foreign investors do
not have this country's best interests in mind? Couldn't some
of the nation's vital industries,
even communications media,
be taken over?
Those who hold this aievrpoint
see the trend as colonialism, a
label that foreigners used to apply to American corporations,
which have a much larger
stake in Europe than European
companies have here.
Might not some foreigners,
the oil-rich Middle East nations, for example, wage economic warfare in order to impress their national goals onto
the diplomacy of the United
States?
Possibilities, of course. But
as some bankers point out, the
threat is no greater than the
ability of American lawmakers
to protect national interests by
closing the door, should the
flow become a flood.
One banker just back from
Europe, Ralph Weindling of
Kidder Peabody, maintains that
foreign investments so far are
only a trickle, a mere £15 billion or so at the end of 1972
compared with a multitrilliondollar valuation on U.S. industry.
As he and other bankers see
it, this isn't something that
_should cause..aityorve.to sound
the alarm and hang a warning
lantern in the steeple.
Rather the lantern should be

-THE
-LEDGER
•

find

never that I have - been silent."

include proposing the deal,
working out the technicalities,
writing the tender offer and
finding the sellers
The United States benefits as
a nation, the advocates maintain, because the inflow of money helps to bring the country's
international payments toward
balance, and sponges up the
pool of overseas dollars that
leads to periodic speculative assaults on U.S. currency values.
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home, a goal now made more remote by rising mortgage interest
rates, soaring land prices, and
mounting labor and materials
costs.
But the housing squeeze on tube
poor generally dominates programs proposed in Washington
and there is ample evidence that
recent programs have hurt lowincome families more than they
have helped.
The Department of Housing and
Urban Development currently
controls some 250,000 houses and
apartments, valued at ;2.7 billion,
as a result of fraud and mismanagement in the most recent federal experiment in subsidized
homes for the needy.
Taking advantage of a plan that
allowed low-income purchasers to
buy homes with no down payment
and with the government paying
the bulk of mortgage interest
charges, many sellers victimized
the home buyers and the government by dumping substandard
structures into the program.
When the unhappy purchasers
abandoned the properties, title reverted to HUD.
A WARY President Nixon, in
housing legislation proposals to be
presented to Congress, reportedly
will back away from the mortgage subsidies.
He is expected to call instead
for a system of housing cash or
vouchers to be distributed to poor
families to help them buy or rent
new or used homes in the private
market.
Administration advisers claim
the program would encourage
landlords to upgrade deteriorating property, would eliminate

much of the red tape in the currently "frozen" subsidy program', put an end to "for the poor
only" housing projects and encourage integration of neighborhoods.
The Nixon proposals also are
expected to stress increased emphasis on programs under which
private property.is leased to local
governments for administration
and subleased to the poor with
federal grants bridging the gap
between market rental and the
amount the tenants can pay.
SKEPTICS have challenged already the assumption that subsidizing tenants and buyers instead of construction will improve
housing conditions. They predict
flatly that landlords will be the
principal
beneficiaries
by
promptly raising their rents.
The strongest doubts, however,
center on the potential effect on
the national economy.
With the unsubsidized middleincome group virtually cut off
from mortgage money and with
housing costs spiraling beyond
their reach, builders have a
limited market for new homes.
The National Association of Home
Builders predicts that housing
starts will decline from more than
2 million this year to about 1.6
million in 1974.
Subsidies, of course, stimulate
the Construction industry.
But economic programs cannot
be tied to what is essentially a
welfare program. The goal of
housing legislation is to assure
adequate shelter to those who
Cannot provide it for 'themselves.
THE SHIFT in approach sought
by the President seems to offer
more benefit to the poor with less
administrative confusion and is
worth the risk.
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- I gave the Ledger & Times 10' tonight for a copy of their newspaper They can divide
It up among their 60 people any way they want to.
"Now for that dime I gave them tonight I expect to get a newspaper with all the local
news, all of the state news. all of the nettonal news, and aft the international news. And I
want every bit of it to be fresh, I don't want to read anything that I have read before.
For that dime I gave them I want at least 15 local pictures of news events and the
people who made the news. I want pictures of accidents, fires, meetings, plays, baseball
games and anything else I think is important.
"It won't do any good to try and reason with me. I know my rights. Why, if I had wanted
I could have bought a bottle of soda pop, or made a telephone call or have bought one
quarter of a gallon of gasoline but instead I gave the Ledger & Times my dime
"Because I gave them rnV dime I want to know the latest things about the City Council
in Murray and all the other neighboring towns. I want to know what the school boards
are
up to. I want to know what's going on at the Capitol in Frankfort. If anything pertaining to
my state happened in Washington. I want to know that. too. I also expect them to
tell me
who died, who was born, and who was married.
"I want to read about what my church is doing and when it is doing it. I don't care ii
there are 150 churches in this area, I want to read about my church.
"I want to know what those guys in Frankfort and Washington are doing with my tax
money I want to read about what is next for the highways. I want to read all about
the
next space flight, what new country has the H-bomb, what Russia is doing. They owe it to
me I gave 'em my dime
"I want to read about every ladies' tea, wedding or wedding anniversary for
miles
around. I want them to cover every high school ball game in Murray and all of Calloway
County. I expect their reporters to get the news and get it in the paper, because it cost
me
a dime!
"I want to see for myself if the prices at one store
are the same as at an4her store I
want to know where I can buy a good second hand
car, what's playing at the‘povies and
what's on tv tonight They had better do it too, 'cause I
lust gave them a dime.
"I want to make sure they understand one
move-ttant-Fwant that paper rtettvered
the_ way I want it, not on the lawn, not on the roof.
I want.it on the
. !font omit andltat
------*30arrettyratrtItThere- by that time at did they.
thinkI gave them the dime for?"
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Murray High Romps To
3544 Win Over Purples

UPTIRE MIDDLE-170-pound junior fullback allEIDIbble (33) makes his own pads against the Bowling Green line Friday night as
the Murray High Tigers took a 35-14 win over the Purples. Blocking for Dibble is Doug Shelton 24)1
and coming up to help is Steve
Porter 73i.1
Staff Photo by David Hill

Chicago-New York Postponed

Sports
In Brief

Pirates Lose To Montreal,
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Traditionally, baseball managers like to play 'em one at a
time.- But the New York Mets
did much better Friday, playing 'em none at a time.
Rain in Chicago postponed a
contest between the first-place
Mets and the Cubs. That bit of
moisture helped them pick up
another half..game on Pittsburgh When the Pirates, defying the' elements, lost to Montreal 3-2.
As the race steams into its
final weekend, the Mets have a
magic number of three to
clinch the National League
East race. Yet five teams retain a mathematical chance to
either win or tie for the division
title.
New York has a 11
/
2-game
edge on the Pirates. St. Louis is
two games behind after defeating Philadelphia 3-0. Montreal
is three games out and Chicago
four behind. The Mets, Pittsburgh and St. Louis all can win
the title and Montreal and Chicago still can tie for the crown
with any or all of the other
three.
In Friday night's other National League games, San

Francisco beat Cincinnati 3-2 in
14 innings and Los Angeles defeated San Diego 5-2. Atlanta
and Houston had the day off.
Friday's rainout forced the
Mets into consecutive doubleheaders today and Sunday
against the Cubs. It's not the
ideal situation for any team
and certainly not for a team
trying to nail down half a pennant.
But the Pirates lessened the
pressure by losing to the Expos
when Al Oliver's error set up
three unearned runs in the seventh inning for Montreal.
The Pirates were leading 2-0
on Dock Ellis' one-hitter until
the seventh when Larry Lintz
opened with a single and raced
to third on Ken Singleton's oneout single. Jim Lyttle grounded
to first but Oliver threw the
ball away, allowing Lintz to
score. Moments later, John
Boccabella looped a double to
center as Gene Clines barely
missed a shoestring catch. Two
more runs scored and that was
enough to finish Pittsburgh.. for
the night if not for the season.
Cardinals 3, Phillies
Mike Thompson and Diego
Segui combined for a two-hitter
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BATEAU REPARER, Inc.
Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

-44,448......4..tontoutt,Boat
Repairs
Hell-Arc Welding
Sandblasting
Complete-Woodaorking Shop
Propeller Repair Service

riberglass

Sport Boats, Cruiserf and Yachts
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
i/itit this Modern Facility between MU-ITOLand
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

BATEAU REPARER Inc.
Jan Dalton, Mgr.

I.

Phone (502)414-2228

TENNIS
NILES, Ill. — Top-seeded Ilie
Nastase of Romania advanced
and St. Louis stayed alive in to the semifinals of the $50,000
the NL East by defeating Phila- Tam International Tennis Open,
ousting England's Graham SWdelphia 3-0.
well 6-2, 7-6.
Giants 5, Reds 3
Dave Rader's third run-pro.
GOLF
ducing hit of the game drove in
BETTENDOFtF,Iowa — John
winning
Mike Phillips with the
Schroder broke the course
run in the 14th inning as San record with an eight-under-par
Francisco defeated Cincinnati 63 and tied Kermit Zarley at
Joe Morgan and Cesar Geronimo homered for the Reds.
Dodgers 5, Padres 2
Tom Paciorek drove in three
runs and Von Joshua ripped
three hits including a homer,
leading Los Angeles to a 5-2 decision over San Diego.

132 for the second-round lead in
the $100,000 Quad Cities Open
Golf Tournament.
TURNBERRY, Scotland —
Charles Coody fired a one under-par 70 and established a
four-stroke lead in the third
round of the $150,000 John Player Golf Classic.

Boston Sweeps Twin-Bill
Over Brewers Last Night
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
If pennant-clinchings deserve
champagne, then Boston's doubleheader sweep over Milwaukee which assured the Red
Sox of a second straight second-place finish in the AL East,
is worth a round of brews.
And the brewmaster for the
Red Sox this season has been
Luis Tiant, who stopped the
Brewers on five hits Friday
night.
At the same time, the stylish
Red Sox right-hander became
the Ilth 20-game winner in the
American League this season, a
major league record, by-stifling
the Brewers.11-2. The Red Sox
also took the second game of
the twi-night doubleheader 5-3.

Led by Tony Thompson and
Dale McCuiston, the Murray
High Tigers left Bowling Green
with a 35-14 pounding Friday
night
at
the
Purples'
Homecoming contest.
Thompson and McCuiston
tallied two touchdowns apiece
to pace the Tigers and quarterback Wes Furgerson chalked
up another as the Murray High
crew marked its third win in
Five outings.
Both Thompson's scores
came on short yardage as the
180-pound senior fullback
crashed over from the three and
four yard lines.
McCuiston scored from the
Murray High 46 yard line, and,
with just over a minute in the
game,scored from the two-yard
line. The junior halfback plso
had a 35-yard touchdown'run
nullified by a backfield in
motion penalty with, 8:20
remaining in the game.
Furgo put the Tigers out in
front 13-6 with 2:42 remaining in
the first half as he romped
around left end for a five yard
touchdown run.
The outcome of the game was
in question until the second half,
with the Purples owning a 14-13
halftime advantage. Murray
High scored first on a threeyard play by Thompson, and
took the lead 7-0, late in the first
quarter. But a touchdown pass
by quarterback Bobby Henry
that was good for 34 yards gave
the Purples their first score of
the night with 10:52 remaining
in the first half.
The Purples were facing a
fourth and nine situation on the
Murray High 34 yard line, when
Henry unleashed the bomb for
the touchdown. A two-point
conversion attempt failed,
however, and the Tigers were
still out in front, 7-6.
The teams traded punts, and
the Tigers wound up with the
ball again on their own 26 yard
line. Runs of 17 and 22 yards by
-Doug Shelton, and a 15-yard
penalty against the Purples set

A long drive from the Bowling defeat
the stage for the second Murray
to
show
their
High touchdown, taken over by IIieen 34 resulted in the last Homecoming crowd.
Tiger touchdown as McCuiston
Next week will find the Tigers'
Furgerson.
Only 19 seconds showed on the slipped over from the two with entertaining Trigg County for
clock in the first half when 1.09 left to go, leaving the their own Homecoming at Ty
Henry again put the ball in the Purples with a bitter 35-14 Holland Stadium.
air from the Murray High threeyard line to bring the Purples to
within two points, 13-12. This
time the two-point conversion
pass clicked, and the hosts took
a one-point edge to the dressing By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
room.
All Times EDT
East
American League
W.. L Pet. G.B.
A blotked punt by sophomore
East
New York
80 78 .506
guard Tony Boone set up the
W.. L. Pct. G.B. Pittsburgh
79 80 .497 11
/
2
third Murray High touchdown Baltimore
96 64 600 —
St. Louis
79 81 .494 2
late in the third quarter, as Boston
87 73 .54.4 9' Mpntreal
78 82 .488 3
Bowling Green punted from its Detroit
84 76 .525 12
Chicago
76 82 .481 4
own nine-yard line.
New York
79 81 .49417
Philadelphia 71 89 444 10
Boone got a hand on the ball, Milwaukee
74 86 .463 22
West
and the Tigers gained Cleveland
70 90 .438 26
Cincinnati
98 62 .613 -possession on the eight-yard
West
Los Angeles 94 66 .588 4
line of Bowling Green. Dale Oakland
93 67 .581 —
San Francisco 87 73 .544 11
McCuiston hit a left tackle for a Kansas City 87 73 .544 6
Houston
81 79 .506 17
four-yard gain, and Thompson Minnesota
81 79 506 12
Atlanta
75 84 .472 221
/
2
carried it over from the four for California
77 83 .481 16
San Diego
59 101 .369 39
the TD. The two-point run by Chicago
Saturday's Games
76 84 475 17
New York (Matlack 14-15 and
Thompson made it 21-14, and it Texas
56 104 .350 37
Saturday's Games
Koosman 12-15 or Stone 12-31 at
was all but over.
Cleveland (Timmerman 8-8 Chicago ( Reuschel 14-15 and
The Purples took the kickoff and Kekich 2-4 or Bosrnan 3-13 Jenkins 14-15 or Bonham 7-5) 2,
and ran two plays before Alan at Baltimore (McNally 17-16 12:30 p.m.
Lemons pounced on a loose ball and Cuellar 17-13), 1 p.m.
Montreal (Rogers 9-5) at
Pittsburgh ) Briles 14-13), 2:15
and the Tigers had another
Detroit ( Lagrow 1-4) at New
opportunity to score.
York Medich 13- 91, 2 p.m.
p.m.
This time it was Dale McPhiladelphia (Carlton 13-19)
Milwaukee ( Champion 5-8) at
Cuiston who made it look so Boston ( Moret 12-21, 2 p.m.
at St. Louis (Gibson 11-10), 2:15
easy as he scampered 54 yards
Kansas City ( Busby 15-15) at p.m.
on a third down and very long Texas (Clyde 4-7), N.
San Francisco (Bryant 23-12)
yardage. The kick was wide,
Chicago (Wood 24-20) at Oak- at Cincinnati (Norman 12-13),
and the score stood at 27-14 with land Holtzman 20113), N.
2:15 p.m.
10:58 left to go.
Minnesota Decker 10-10) at
Houston (Ileum 11-12) at AtCalifornia (Tanana 1-2), N.
lanta (Morton 14-10), N.
Ken Grogan picked off a
Bowling Greehpaks on the first •■•■•••••••••■••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w
.•
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dage.
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BASEBALL STANDINGS

6,0

Tiant in the opener, scoring
four runs in the first on Carl
Yastrzemski's fifth
career
grand slam and totaling nine
before the ballgame was two
innings old.
Dwight Evans' three-run
homer in the second game did
the most damage to Milwaukee.
Indians 6-4', Orioles 4-18
Baltimore's Frank Baker
belted a grand-slam homer,
highlighting a six-run eighth.

MSU, Illinois
Lead In MSU
Invitational

MURRAY, Ky. — Murray
Elsewhere in the American State's Paul Celano shot a twoLeague, Texas nipped Kansas under-par 142 in the first two
City 5-4; New York beat Detroit rounds of Murray State Golf In4-1; Cleveland took the first vitational Friday, to tie Vitsgame from Baltimore 6-4, then souri's Fred Copeland for the
got mauled by the Orioles 18-4; individual lead and to'lead the
Minnesota topped California 7-1 Racers to a firif-place tie with
and Oakland downed Chicago 4- Illinois State in the team competition.
Murray aid Illinois both have
The Red Sax made it easy'for-a score of 735. The final 18 holes
will begin at Murray Country
Club at 8 a.m. today.
Other team scores are as follows: Tennessee Tech, 738; Missouri, 739; Eastern Kentucky,
742; Middle Tennessee, 747; Austin Peay,751; Indiana State, 752;
Bradley, 754; University of TenThe women of the Oaks nessee at Martin and Morehead,
Country Club played in an 763; and Murray State Gold
Olympic Golf Tournament to Team, 768.
end their golf season for the year
Brad Baker of Illinois State
on Wednesday, September 26. and Dan Bodgan of Eastern KenTeams of three ladies com- tucky are tied for third with an
pleted for prizes. First place individual 143. Others in the top
gottbalLe Went to- theteam- tea are-os-folloves;-Patti-Heesei%Missouri., Jim
/fenGerry Anderson and Carotin `rtlottkbe,'"fi "Iff'''T.Bilf,--fffeth`ft!1`
Caldwell, who had a combined State, and Herry Kegley, Tenscore of 155. Carolyn Caldwell nessee Tech, all with 144; and
Bruce Douglas.MSU, keon
recorded the low score for the
Hawk, Auscin Peiy, Clark Childay.
dress.
TennesseeTreek-andWarSecond prize silver golf balls
ren Molitor, Bradley, all with
were awarded to Grace James, 146.
Jeannie Morgan and Bobbie
Ottnir MSU top scores are
Buchanan. Third place bronze
balls went to Betty Shepperd, Randy Mosley, 148; Kevin Arnold, Mike Perpich, and Kevin
Burline Brewer and Marge
ither,
all with 149: and Mike
Foster. White balls were
Hoyle and John Storms, both
awarded to Virginia Jones,
with 152.
Cheryl Farley and Sharon Kelso
r their high score.
Edith Garrison served as golf
bottess forthe Aciiirriament.
No more organized Ladies
Day golf is planned until next
Spring, but all interested ladies Madisonville 7," Hopkinsvtile 0
ire asked to meet on each 111gliman 34, Caldwell Co. 7
Wednesday at 9:00 a.m. for play Trigg 54, N. Marshall 24,
as long as the weather permits. Franklin-Simp., 31, Mayfield 0

Golf Tournament
Held By Women
At Oaks Club
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Careful Harvesting Will Reduce Soybean Losses
With record soybean prices
expected this fall, it is more
important than ever to hold
down field losses at harvest
time. The average soybean
grower leaves from two and
one-half to four bushels per acre
in the field, and some lose a lot
more than that. Losses across
the nation total over 350 million
&Mars, according to Morris J.
Bitter, Extension grain crops
specialist at the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture.
Miser says you can cut
saybean harvest losses com,
siderably just by operating your
combine carefully. The two
most important things to
remember are to go slow and to
keep the cutter bar close to the
ground.
The UK specialist recommends cutting off beans not
more than two and one-half
inches above the ground. This
will
usually require special
equipment such as a floating
cutter bar or an automatic
header control, but such
equipment should be well worth
the money with today's soybean
prices. Field losses increase ten
percent when beans are cut
three and one-half to four inches
above the ground.
The combine should be
operated at an average speed of
two and one-half to four miles
per hour. Fast ground speed can
result in high losses from the
header,and also make it hard to
keep the cutter bar close to the
ground. To determine ground
speed in miles per hour, divide
the number of three-foot steps
covered by the combine in 20
seconds by ten.
Another way you can reduce
harvest losses is to cut your
beans at the right time. The

moisture of the bean and the
hull determines the best time
for harvest. Bitzer says beans
are ready to combine when
moisture content readies 15
percent. Seed damage increases as the moisture content
goes down. You should harvest
promptly after the moisture
level reaches 13.5 per cent, and
finish harvesting before it drops
to 11.5 percent. Below this level,
shatter losses increase sharply.
You may need to adjust your
combine ylinder speed as the
harvest progresses. As the
beans become dryer, the
cylinder speed can be slowed
and theconcaves adjusted open.
It may also be necessary to slow
down the blow* to prevent
beans from being Ckwjed over
the back of the combine as
moisture goes down.
Slower cylinder:sreds help
keep dOwn the number of
cracked seeds. High cyclinder
speeds of 700 and 900 rpm
produce higher seed crackage
than a speed of 500 rpm. If seed
crackage is heavy, it may be
necessary to use a speed slower
than 500 rpm. Bitzer recommends checking the operator's
manual to determine the initial
setting for the cylinder speed
and concave spacing.
You should also check behind
your combine to see if you are
doing a -good job of saving
beans. An average of four beans
per square foot means a loss of
about one bushel per acre. You
should first check pre-harvest
losses by counting the seeds on
the ground before the beans are
cut. You can measure header
losses by counting the beads
where only the header has
passed over. To determine the
total crop loss, measure an area

about nine percent to eliminate
the possibility of spoilage in
storage. Soybeans should be
cool when they are put in the bin
and excessive trash should be
removed before the beans are
stored.

well behind the combine.
If you plan to store your
beans, store at a moisture
content of 11 percent or less. If
the beans are to be stored over
the summer months, the
moisture content should be
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THANKS,CHUCK...I JOT HOPE
THAT 01' 58100P UP THERE
DOESN'T SNORE TOO LOUD_

ItAlr inr

Your lob.idual
Horoscope

Look in the section in which
present a discussion on the
proposed bargaining bill for your birthday conies and find
public sector employees. KSBA what your outlook is, according
Field Services Director J. T. to the stars.
Clifton
will inform -the ARIES
gathering of upcoming events (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA
Especially favored now:
and varied items of interest.
School officials at the meeting Speedup action on pending
will elect regional officers for projects; making revisions in
ventures which didn't quite jell
1974.
The Kentucky School Boards previoualf, property matters.
Association is a statewide, non- TAURUS
profit organization of local (Apr. 21 to May 21)
Friends and associates are
boards of education. Founded in
1936, the KSBA works with and working for you in the
through public school boards to background, and you should
Improve educational
op- soon profit from some efforts
portunities for Kentucky's you have long since forgotten.
schoolchildren. State offices are GEMINI
in Lexington. -(May 22 to June 21)
Mercury extremely generous.
Attending the regional
meeting in GilbertsvWe will be Especially favored: all those in
board members from the schail the writing and journalistic
advertising
and
districts of Ballard, Caldwell, fields;
Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, promotional interests; comFulton, Graves, Hickman, munications of every type.
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, CANCER
McCracken and Trigg Counties, (June 22 to July1444 43/0
and the independent districts of
Avoid present tendencies
Fulton, Mayfield, Murray and'toward self-deception. Take off
the rose-colored glasses and see
Paducah.
persons and situations as they
are.
Gabriel D. Fahrenheit was a really
German physictst who designed LEO
the thermometer in the 18th (July 24 to Aug. 23)
century.
Mixed influences. Some fine
advantages possible, but it will
be important to watch the
budget and not to overcommit
yourself to future expenditures.

School board members and
administrators from 17 area
school districts will gather in
Gilbertsville on Tuesday, October 2, for the annual meeting
of the First Region of the KenBoards
School
tucky
Association (KSBA).
. Dr. Donald Wight, chairman
orritw First Region and of the
Critteildep County Board of
Education,'-v411 preside at the
dinner meeting, scheduled for
6:30 p.m.(CDT) at Co. Bob's
Restaurant near Reidland.
Robert Bondurant, chairman
of the Ballard 'County School
Board, is vice-chairman of the
region, and Crittenden County
Superintendent Edward Hickey
is regional secretary. Murray
board chairman M. H. Ryan
and Paducah board member
Robert Harriford both serve on
the KSBA's Executive Committee.
KSBA President Robert
Allen,a member of the Newport
Beard of Education, will speak
on Foundation Program Study
recommendations, and David
Keller, f(SBA administrative
assistant, will discuss the state
legislative
association's
program. Maurice Bement,
executive director of KSBA, will
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FOR SALE

ollege Graduate with degree in accounting or business administration requir
*Supervisor of Personnel in order processing Department, work in General and*
*tost Accounting. Experience desired but not necessary. We will train you.

PIE SAFE,$65.00. An
$25.00. Phone 753-7906
BABY CAR seat a
Phone 753-3862.

Send salary requirements, present salary and work history to:

G.E. RECORD *ye!
sale. Lay away for
now. Model V-211
518.95-sale price $1,
V-639, Regular $34.95
$24.88. Model V-931
555.95-sale price $4
V-946, Regular $59.95
$47.88. Model T-36:
$79.95-sale price V.
Sales, Highway 61
Kentucky.

Plant Controller
Ferry-Morse Seed Company
Box 488 - Fulton, Kentucky 42041
v(*************************31t
WANTED
CARRIER
for
Paducah Sun-Democrat paper
route in Murray and Calloway
County, Monday through Friday
afternoons and Sunday mornings.
80 mile route, $200.00 petriponthh
profit from collections. Must
have car. Approximately 75 mile
route, takes about 2 hours to
run. May be taken over at end of
October, Must learn route during
month of October and begin
running route alone on November
1 Phone 7534740 after 6:00
p.m.
01NC
LADY NEEDED as full time
housekeeper for 3 months
beginning Oct. 1 1973, Part time
work after December Must have
experience and be able to care for
two small children. Call 7536848.
02C
FULL TIME secretary wanted
with some bookkeeping experience. Send reply giving'
name, address, phone numbec,.
references and experience to
P.O. Box 32-I, Murray, Ky. S29C

FULL
BOOKKEEPER;
charge. One capable of running
complete office. Double entry,
payroll taxes, trial balance.
Possible construction, but not
necessary. Send complete
resume and salary expected to
P.O. Box. 998, Paris, TenOctober8C
nessee.
MILL ROOM FOREMAN
Opening for supervisor
with background in porcelain enamel applications.
Technical knowledge of frit
mixtures, color combinations, and gravity
resolve a requirement. Will
oversee small three shift
operation.
Excellent
future, salary and benefits.
Reply in person or send
resume to
personnel
manager,
Roper Corporation
100 Manufactures Road,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
37401.
An equal opportunity
e- ntpioyers.

i'OR SALE

USED PIANO. Phone
0657.

YAMAHA 175cc Enduro. Excellerit conditon. 2,800 miles.
Helmet included. Phone 489-2683
or 489-2659.
01P

•

CEMENT MIXER, 8
PTO operated. Like
bargain. Phone 753-32

DUCK HUNTERS!! 16' boat,
ideal duck blind, $75.00, 5 H.P.
Johnson motor, $75.00, 2/
1
2 H.P.
Johnson, $50.00. Misses clothing,
size 9 and 10. Phone 753-3672. 01C

AMERICAN EAGli
Ray Harm. Phone M
5581.

TWO
6
2
$1;144
new
2289.

STERO 8 track car tape deck
with two speakers. Phone 767-.
4466.
OIC

RUMMAGE SALE
September 29, 900
p.m. Baby and adi
records, dishes,shoes

GARAGE SALE at 109 North 17th
at Farmer, Friday & Saturday,
September 28 and 29. 8:00 am.5:00 p.m. Two families. Children
and adult clean clothing, all sizes,
Dishes, rug and miscellaneous
items. Priced to sell.
S29C

MINIATURE
FEMALE
dachshund
puppies,
AKC
registered. Phone 753-9685 betVIRGO
tL WANTED SOMEONE to do light EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now ween 9:00a.m. and 9:00 p.m. 03C
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
housework, one day a week. to December lit.
Weekly
Aspects not too friendly. Be
Women's
paycheck, no collectirr&,. no GARAGE SALE
tactful in speech, cautious in Phone 753-8579 after 6:00 p.m
finalizing agreements. Some S29C
delivery, no cash investment, clothing, snail sizes; children's
tricky spots indicated
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy clothing, girls and boys;
FULL TIME or part time person,
Frick,527-7133.
October1C househeld items. 817,,pl9rth 20th
LIBRA
30 to 40 hour week. Pays above
Street, Saturday, 8:00 a.m. 12:00
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) minimum wage salary. A hard SEMI DRIVERS with three years noon.
S29C
Avoid cynics and pessimists. worker can receive
fast advance. experience to run 15 states. Must
Review past test periods: They See Mr.
H.artell in the Shoe have 6 months experience on KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
held the same challenges, and Department
at Big K.
04C steel or machinery. Call Ace variety of pistols. Buy now while
more. Past procedures may be
Doran Hauling & Rigging you can still get them at
the key to this day's action.
NIGHT ATTENDANT wanted for Company, Mayfield, _Kentucky reasonable prices.
Country Boy
coin laundry. Janitorial duties. 502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
SCORPIO
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) 11-'7. Ideal for retired person. Apply at
October 18C from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
If the suggestions of others Boone Laundry & Cleaners, 605
and 164. Open Sundays until 4.00
are not feasible or your "sixth Main Street, Murray, Kenp.m.
S29C
FOR SALE
sense" warns against them, by tucky.
02C
all means follow your intuition.
-BIGGEST SALE of the year. The ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
WANTED MATURE baby-sitter Singer Sale-A-Thon
SAGITTARIUS
now at your Mayfield, Kentucky on the
to keep 8 month old baby in my Singer
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Benton Hwy. Travel trailers,
Sewing Machine
home,
five days a week,8:00 a.m. Dealer.
Weigh potential actions and
OIC pickup camper, toppers. We also
their likely results before till 12:00 noon References
rent campers by the week or
beginning them. You may want required. Phone 753-3882.
02C 10' WIDE trailer, like new; two weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489to make some changes. Handle
large filing cabinets; one 3 phase 2303.
S29C
delicate matters delicately.
welding machine; hand tools of
CAPRICORN
WHITE'S
METAL
detectors
all
descriptions;
battery
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) v4,0
manufactures of the world's
chargers,
hydraulic
thin wall
You may run into unexpected
bender; 11..4" to 2" hydraulic largest line of prospecting,
opposition, some rough areas.
jacks; new and used motor treasure hunting and exploration
Be ready, take all with your
starters;
used 30, 60, 100 and 200 instruments. Finds buried gold,
Innate common sense, and try
amp safety switches; one pipe copper, silver, coins, jewelry.
all the harder to achieve Worththaw out transformer; used Prices from $49.50 to $595.50.
while objectives.
electric heaters and fans; all Authorized dealer. Phone 753AQUARIUS
types of air conditioner fan 1575 Monday through Satur(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
S29C
motors; platform scales; all day.
Tentatively
reject
untypes of used and new electric
certainties - until you have
WALKING
motors at reduced prices; 50 ENNESSEE
more facts and a better
elding, make nice fox trotting or
motors, 1-6 to /
guarantee of success. Ask
1
2 H.P. for $5.50
counsel of well-informed pereach if you take them all. Used acking horse. Racking gelding.
I: I
horses.
sons.
large desk. Open all day Satur- th make field trial
S29C
Phone
753-9390.
PISCES
days for your convenience. Dill
X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Electric, 1021ifia Murray Drive
Despite possible obstacles,
In Theatre entrance. Phone 753- 250MX Yamaha and factory built
you could win many benefits
2930 days or 753-1551 nights. OIC trailer, 8500.00. Number 97,
from this day's efforts. Take
Riviera Courts, Phone 753-0263
steps to launch long-range
8:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
OW
UPRIGHT
PIANO,
good
conplans, to compete unfinished
dition.
Just
tuned.
Phone 436tasks.
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
5681.
01C
YOU BORN TODAY have a
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toj
vibrant, warm personality, are
puddles, parakeets, fish
Answer
to
d
PUZZIP
Yesterday
S
gregarious by nature and exsupplies. Phone 753MOM POMO
tremely artistic in all that you
ACROSS
5 Possessive
1862.
001=00 00M000
Octoberlie
pronoun
do. You also have excellent
6 Possessuve
1 Beker s
000E O MUMP 00
judgment and your sense of
products
pronoun
00
0
MOOM0
GOU
7 Latin
5 Hastens
balance ( as symbolized by the
MOBILE -HOME and 201 acres,
00 M UMM
O
OWG0
9 Indian tents
comunction
scales in your Sign) would make
11 Condition
8 Slumbers
$17SQ.00 down, and assume.
MMODU00 =IMMO
9
13.
Indetirme
South
Alroca%_,
you an eminent member of the
12000 11000
payments. Also MIS Chevrolet
article
. Dutch
00BM0 M000000
judiciary. You could excel ill , 14 Shreds
10 Gravestone
USS00. Phone 7534654
PIrkuP,
11 Wild
16 Printer's
MEMO 00000 OU
any of the arts and are highly
after 5:08pin.
measure
12 Heraldry'
SSC
WEIO BOOMO BOO
innovative in your methods.
grafted
17 Paid notices
DM
00030
0000
Condescending
15
Golf
19
mound
Many statesmen, adventurers, .
looks
18 One who
coarliau 00=00
THINK AHEAD for Xmas
musicians, writers, specialists '20 Wager
.
procrastinates
MMOMM
Needle point-paintings-any
21 Permits
20 Containers
in medicine (particularly
lq
23 Meadow
22 Tie face
type of cutom art. Chair covers,
33 Sounds
-41- 1:5rli
researchers) -and inventors of
24 Run easily
(collogl___
ajapia_
St. Inn'yeeds
4 -ehildretri "pictures, -homes:
Wart:
the unique wry born wider
24 BonlPhills
-41-Amaisai---- • You .eaxt'ilii
Ftvne FRib TIAINA;1 - =Z.
-211,4emeeeepeesele---'11
4
k
twist to an old idea and make it
30 Coliuneties_. ,..A.Japthasse
WWI
b''away 31 Narrow
A1EiWaj3 an:
freshly interesting. Birthdate
31 Lames
nickname
39 Flutter
openings
32 Transact tons
truck, or actor, $8.95 to $14.95
about
Vladimir
of:
Horowitz, 33 Name
51 Diphthong
exchange. G24 fits most Chevys,
....... antalMUM %v.•••••••••aimilm:
renowned pianist; Julie An- '-35-Barratuda
:
:
:
:
:•:•:.iiiMilinin::::::SS:::::::'MN MN MN M C•:•:
36 Fuss
Fords and Chrysler. .products.,
drews, actress.
I
. ..111rffellWatij;-02fits all
nature
•
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
big cars, trucks and boats, $14.95.
40 Above (poet.)
FOR 1913 For • Pent:mai IAD 009*
torecast on health. wealth, love and
41 &Wing
Atomic Battery Company, 401
marriage. send 51 00 plus 75 cents in
.
vessel
"gen tor cottage and handling to
North 4th Street, Murray. Phone 43
Yellow ocher
Horoscope Book Department. IBM 173.
44 Sun god
753-8572.
Old Chelsea Station. New York, N
02C
10011, merittontng this newspaper
45

742'11042' STEEL be(
truck. Also three yes
Typewriter, just like:
435-5312.

FOR SALE-AQUz
10
29 Gallon
20 Gallon U
Lamp Aquari
Call Bob Kids.
68

JUNIOR'S CLOTHE
13. Formals, Party d
everyday wear. Lilt(
information, phone 48!
2690.

MILLIONS OF rugs
cleaned with Blue 1
America's finest. RE
shampooer $1.00. Big
Shopping Center.

SEAMLESS GUTTE
on enamel finish, gu
years. For free detail
phone Atkins Gutti
Murray,7534407 or 71
8892.

xfi4c1;)

9 *1
THE PHANTOM

4
Om.

REALLY!" WE HEVER
THouGHT OF THAT!

Is THAT,
9
;
1
i• •
.'
I ft
,s

NO OTHER TRACES
OF THIS ANCIENT
ClviLIZAitoe4
EXiST. RIGHT,

PADDY!
ee
l
A
' 0

ti'

ll

114.57411111i
'

', Olt,

BEATLE BAILEY
ON TI4E WAY HOME
FROM THE MOVIE LA67
NONT WE STOPPED
FeR A FEW EK-EIZ
op

HOW DID
YOUR JEEP
eET

BANGED UP
_ SARGE

r

, *iv*

Itil•
lrow

10

THAT
.WAS
A
mssTAKE

THE MISTAKE
c
WAS LETTING
OTTO DRn/E

•4141,.

44

4. q!

: ,'...,.7

a

IL

vo 1111

T
op- ,
diP

NANCY
THERE 5 A NICE
ONE, MISS

OH, MISS JONES,
I WANT TO buy
A NEW BED

RITZ

M AY I
TRY IT,
PLEASE 2

FOR
NANcY/
,

•k,

• !

-

L

fv
••• wit •• e•-.
•ints,••••••••

'
11

eme
AIL

I'LL DO
ANYTHING

7
so
- 1400411II-so 64-1-100W
ABOUT
DUN'T GLIsiG
AROUND WITH
T)-4E ONE
HE-'5
THAT NO-GOOD
STUCK
DUDE.
McSoi.43ER!! TO,DADDY?

SAY,
DADDY

s400-HA!!NOWME14ICE!!
GuNG AROuNDT ALL'YOU
WANT WITH HIM-ONL'i
PROMITZ ME',CU DuN'T
SEE McSWINGER
NO MORE -

V

er,

,
It

/
PRON115E.

ont?"
11

-

EXCELLENT,
economical, Blue La
cleaner. Rent electri(
$1. Kwik-Pik Ma
Points.

Crossword Puzzle

.c

LI'ABNER
tt DAWTER,I AM
THE.UNDIFITTED
CHOMPEEN OF
BULGARIA,50
I KNOW ALL
ABOUT LOVE!!

Turn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

men=

SURE
SALE

MURPHY'S CLOSE o
all 1973 recreatiorli3
Example: 27' Fil
Trailer,6 sleeper, sell
$4,330. 20' MotorHom
Chevrolet chassis, se
17,836. These are jus
many units that rn
trade ins at these low
Sale starts Friday Si
Open 7 days a WE
October.
Murphy's Camper S
vice "Your con
Headquarters" Hw
Dawson Road, Ph:
365-5082

•me••••.•

Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (tobesure
ye, gel the r.pht torecast for your
zodiac sign I

It is possible tu tell how itt
IS cold. it is..by listening toths
snowy tree ri ickrt - - count-the
number of.cricket chirps in 15
seconds. add 40. and that's the
tenesorature M Fahrenheit dei,Teee,` accurate to within a dewee or two.

Indisposition
to action
47 101 (Roman
number)
48 Barters
50 Juncture
52- Plumlike
-fruit
53 Lei it stand

1 Crooked
2 Above
3 Openwork
fabric
4 Close
securely

• ,•

ATTENTION Fl
Rhodes Feed Mill I
another truck boa(
Special 16ft., 5-slat
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat
119.40, 6 ft chain link
fift. chain link gate
chain link gate $14.6
link gate 815.40, 141
gate $16.50, 16ft. chi
$17.50. Also 6ft. steel
percent hog supple]
or meal) $12.00 cwl
hog supplement (pel
$1180-ewt. Fly bk)eli
--41-per cent dairy
''rift( Apt 'ThirrtfAti
wormer boluses or
Thibenzole cattle wo
65 cent each. Rhod
Cuba, Kentucky. 382-

CAMERA
FOR SAI
Pentax Votmetic
F
S".M.C. let
753-8025.

iilliiiiMINIM Wig11111.
hill11111111ii;iiiiIIIIIIiiiiii MIMEO'

i*::IiI1111111111MINIMiniipii
0411111111:iiiiiliti111174ii1111111111

61111111M111111111111111
011iiiiiii11111•11Mai1Mall
011illillINIViiiill 11111
il*A1111111110W.I4iiiiIIIIMIIIN
Mr. by Lotted Fe lure Syndicate, Int

HALF -PRICE sale-all dry
goods, notions, shoes, men's
women's and children's ready to
wear. Sale will continue until all
stock is depleted. Cook's General _
Merchandise, Hazel, Kentucky.
02P
COLOR T.V.-19", 8289.88 Roby
Sales,: Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
October1C

,p6

SIOUX BUFFER,$
air regulator, $40.
druma,talseLover p
automatic NU Sc
23 single shot with s
gun cabinet, $65.00;
model 300 ReTingt
scope, 280 caliber, i
Phone Jeff 75.-7832'
7139

19, 11173
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•
•••
Call
753-1916

Sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

•••
•
•
•

1011 SALE

MUSIC

PIE SAFE,$65.00. Antique trunk,
$25.00. Phone 753-7906.
OINC

-15. Exmiles.
489-2683
01P

boat,
5 H.P.
;1,2 H.P.
iothing,
72. OIC
ie deck
me 76701C

rth 17th
turday,
0 a.m.hildren
11 sizes,
laneous
S29C

biALE
AK C
85 bet03C

ime- n's
adren's
boys;
th 20th
1. 12:00
S29C

GEST
v while
ma at
rY Boy
9 miles
Ion 117
til 4:00
S29C
Sales,
n the

We also
eek or
)r. 489S29C

:torsorld's
)cting,
iration
I gold,
welry.
595.50.
e 753S29C

CING
•ing or
acting.
orses.
S29C

y built
).r• 97,
53-0263
02C

uahua
iy t

tit

acres,
;sum e
vrolet
53-6654
S29C

gifts
-any
Dyers,

$14.95
ievys,
1Pcttsi, ,
its all
14.95.
, 401
'hone 02C

dry
nen's
idy to
til all
)neral _

OW

Roby
nton,
ber1C

MUSIC LESSONS

G.E. RECORD player and stereo
sale. Lay away for Christmas
now. Model V-211, Regular
818.95-sale price $15. . Model
V-639, Regular $34.95-sale price
$24.86. Mode; V-936, Regular
855.95-sale price $44.88. Model
V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price
$47.88. Model T-361, Reg ular
$79.95--sale price $59.88. Roby
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
November2C

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

02C

NOTICE

-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

Complete Line of

It's already time to think
about Christmas...and the
usual birthday list. Why not
tf.
a Bowling Ball, Bag or Shoes?

Bowling
Supplies
0% Discount on
Bowling Balls or Bags!!

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

6B MUSIC CENTER
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
EXPERT G.UITAR
INSTRUCTION
Beginners and ad.vancecl
Study with one of Ky's finest
teachers Now Scheduling
1,mJed enrollment Call Ed
Monroe between Sand 7 P.M.
Phone 753-8992.

NOTICE

NOTICE

Back to School Specials ....

BABY CAR seat and walker.
Phone 753-3862.
03C

USED PIANO. Phone 7530657.

Another View

MUSIC

PIANO, BAND Instrument,
violin, guitar and jazz lessons
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler
753-1470.
September 29C

V

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main

Phone 753-2202

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

toegal Notice
CEMENT MIXER, 8 cubic foot BY OWNER; two wooded lots, DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to;
Th.Ise. U.S.INL
,ighisnierqt
Northwestern Mutual Life is
PTO operated. Like new. A real Sharpe Street, beside park, near service local accounts! Childrens
4419,3 by UMW Now* Spoilt.% Ine.
9.29
COMMONWEALTH OF
bargain. Phone 753-3280.
05C schools, shopping
center, products featuring Sesame St. &
KENTUCKY
Disney items! Highly weekly &
"ENERGY CR15I5 15 COMI46("
proud to approve the appoint\university. Phone ( 606) 549DEPARTMENT OF
monthly
earnings
possible!
In
October8C
2494.
AMERICAN EAGLE print by
TRANSPORTATION
.
ventory, materials & training
ment of JOHN WISE as an
Ray Harm. Phone Mayfield 247BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
5581.
TUNING-repair- necessary. $3,300 cash required!
S29P PIANO
NOTICE
TO
CONTRACTORSagent in illTrray.
rebuilding. Prompt• expert ser- Call or write A i i Marketing
TWOse
6girl')ties, need vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd.,
• Sealed bids will be received by
.
Dallas, Texas 75229. Call collect
• the Bureau of Highways, at its
new
$000 a
hone 436- W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
•
The Whitehouse Bldg.
.
Mr. Cook ( 214) 243-1981. October •
• office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
•
2289.
Phone
753-8911.
TFC
S29NC
•
IP
10:00
A.M.
Eastern
Daylight
4
•
711 Main
•
• Time on the 11th day of October,
RUMMAGE SALE, Sunday, BEGINNERS PIANO lessons. HAVE YOUR own business now! •
John Wise
• 1973, at which time bids will be
753-4331
September 29, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 Phone Kathy at 753-4710 after No financial risk. Great potential •
•
publicly opened and read for the
p.m. Baby and adult clothes, 4:00p.m.
S29C working part time Phone 753- •
NORTHWESTERN
•
I: improvement of:
records, dishes, shoes, etc
October 17C •
1470.
ITC
• CALLOWAY COUNTY, SP 18•
MUTUAL LIFE •
•
• 183; The Johns ( Doran) Road
"PARTNER WANTED" to •
•
FOR SALE
742'x104.2' STEEL bed for I ton
•
• from KY 94 extending southernly
public •
accounts
for
local
MILWAUKEE
handle
truck. Also three year old filly.
•
corporation! Fast mo,ying •
• to KY 1550, a distance of 1.380
Typewriter, just like new. Phone 8 TRACK tape deck and 8 track
•
childrens records RCA-Disney- • She said, "Let's take this one!" She finally found one she • miles. Base Widening and ANYONE NEEDING ride to iNSURANCE!! HOMEOWN-'
tapes. Phone 753-7442.
435-5312.
05C
Bituminous Concrete Surface Detroit, leaving Tuesday mor- ERS, farmowners, mobile -CBS. No selling! Excellent in- •
▪ likes, so you better bay now. You'll like it too. It has three
COMPLETE DRUM set, red come possible! You must be •
▪ bedrooms for nice comfortable living, a nice barn, acreage • Class I.
ning, October 2, please call 753- homes, automobiles, low ratea4
• Bid proposals for all projects 1921.
sparkle. Good condition. Phone bondable and have $3,300 to in- • and reasonably priced at $16,500.
FOR SALE-AQUARIUMS
01P excellent claim service. See mit:.
436-5424.
• will be available until 9:00 A.M.
before you buy. 'Galloway InS29C vest which is returnable. Call
10 Gallon
29 Gallon
•
• EASTERN DAYI1GHT TIME on
collect Mr. Bruce 214) 243surance
& Realty, phone 753t
20 Gallon Long
•
*SEE US TODA Y*
GARAGE SALE, Friday, Sep06? •
•
5842.
October25
Lamp Aquarium
• the day of the bid opening at the
Caning
Chair
•
tember 28 and Saturday, Sep• Division
of
Contract
•
Call Bob Kid.ston
THE OWE SHOPPE
•
•
•••••••••••••••
tember 29, 1610 Farmer. Toys
Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
753-8768
Now offers, in addition to
clothing, some
furniture,
Bid proposals are issued only to
SERVICES.OFTERED
ADVERTISING
furniture stripping in 3 x 8'
• prequaltfied
contractors.
•
DEADLINES
JUNIOR'S CLOTHES-Size 11- miscellaneous household itemcaning
service
vats,
a
chair
•
S79C RA/R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
• Remittance payable to the State
13. Formals, Party dresses, and s.
(hand caning or web
All
display
work guaranteed. Business and
ads, classified
• Treasurer of Kentucky must
everyday wear. Like new. For
seats). Cane and fibre rush
display
and
residential. Free estimates.•
regular
SYCAMORE
250,
SPECIAe.
Suzuki
SUZUKI
•
accompany
request
for
*
information, phone 489•
will be stocked at The Olde
•
lb
display, must be submitted
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
only $799.00. Suzuki of Paris, Phone day or night Mayfield 247- •
• proposals.
Sept22&29C
2690.
02NC
Shoppe,
next
to
the
Dairy
•
•,y 12 noon, the day before
Keith Hays 489-2468
TFC •
II
L
03C 7201.
Paris, Tenn.
Queen.
publication.
•
REALTOR
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
TIMBER-LODGE on TennPhone 7534240
t011 RENT
All reader classifieds
AAP
•
•
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, •
ust be submitted by 4
white,
KITCHEN
$20.00.
STOVE,
0
‘
America's finest. Rent electric
Tennessee, will build complete,
LARGE BUILDING with four
.m. the day before!
S29C
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire Phone 753-7433.
fireplaces, starting at only
tpublication.
ON SPACIOUgrounds in overhead doors, air comptessor
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
SERVICES
OFFERED
•
Shopping Center.
S29C
$695.00. Selection of stones
.X••••••••••4•••••••••
country, just 34,2 miles from and hoist furnished. Gas heat.
SIX WEANING pigs. Phone 474available. Satisfaction
Phone 753-3018.
03C
large
living
room,
Murray
2
-24'
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
S29C
2356.
DUNE BUGGY(fiberglass body,
guaranteed. Phone 901-593SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and bedrooms, large den ( can be
chrome wheels, Mickey Thomp- DOCI read this unless you're
3534.
FURNISHED
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
TFC carpentry.
ONE
bedroom
looking for a mobile home with
Phone 753-5897 days or used for sleeping, kitchen1962/ INTERNATIONAL
apartment with utility closet and son racing wheels on the rear,
years. For free detailed estimate
igh quality and low cost if you
TFC dinette, bath, 10'x10' utility room.
Travelall van, cheap. Misses and FOR ALL your alterations see 753-7625 nights.
factory
rebuilt
engine.
$575.00. are, then start looking at
phone Atkins Gutter SerVItt,Wall to wall carpeting (except screened in back porch. Couples
clothes, size 8. Antique Mrs. Albert Key in the basement
Jr.
winter
Bill's Mobile Homes
05NC
Murray,753-8407 or 753S29C Phone 753-8124.
Highway HI South
bedrooms), attached garage, only. Phone 753-6524.
cherry spool bed. Phone 753- at Lermans.
S29P ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
8992
in
October10C
ample attic space, patio 13'x28',
S29C
7238.
Murray,
Company, 607 South 4th Street
multi purpose well house. Phone FURNISHED OR unfurnished COUGAR-1969, V8 automatic
and
Octoberl7C
two bedroom apartment, central with air conditioning. Excellent
DOZER SERVICE 13-6 cater Phone 753-8346.
3900 Clarks Riyer Road
MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on MOBILE
753-8190.
01C
HOME-1968 Shelby,
in Paducah
heat
and
air,
wall
to
wall
Phone
753-9807.
carpet.
pillar.
vehicles.
October
recreational
all 1973
condition. Phone 437-4290.
OIC
FOR ALL your additions
12'x61'. Two bedrooms, separate
VA and bank financing
19C
Example. 27' Fifth Wheel
available,
remodeling, residential or 160 ACRES,one mile from Cadiz, Available now. Phone 753dining room,central heat and air,
Call collect for information
4331.
October9C
Trailer,6 sleeper, self. contained - underpenned.
commercial. New or old. Free Kentucky, 14,2 miles from
On large lot with
753.75I3
Murray
GREMLIN-1973, six cylinder,
- S
$4,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper, patio
or
TFC Barkley Lake. Paved road, city
and shrubbs Phone 753-0885 LYNN WARNER, backhoe and estimates. Call 753-6123.
air,
3300
miles.
Phone
7534454150 Paducah
Chevrolet chassis, self contained
water. $300.00 per acre. Phone NEATLY EUttNISHED apart- 6115.
snc gravel. Phone 474after 4:00p.m.
08P
$7,836. These are just two of the
7713.
011C ment, carpeted and air conOctober29C CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree 753-9850 evenings.
many units that must go.. No c.REsoTE pof Fs, 8, fo n. and
ditioned. Available for weekly or PONTIAC CATALINA-1965,
pushing, fence row, stumps and
monthly rental. May be seen at extra
trade ins at these low, low prices. treated fence posts.
WILL DO trash and brush ditches, etc. Phone 753good condition, power
Murray
N-0-T-I-C-E
COUNTRY
LOTS,
extra
large.
Sale s
Friday September 28. tumber compnay,
Kelly's Pest Control, located 100 steering, brakes and air. Phone
104 Maple hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone 9807.
Restricted,
October
19C
water.
$3500.00.
street.
through
week
a
days
Open
South 13th Street.
OIC 753-0865.
TFC
OIC
S29C 753-6130.
Phone Sam Harris 753I
•
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. 8061.
October
19C
y's Camper Sales & SerCLEAN UP shop at Midway.
Portable Welding Service
M
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and Custom building and remodeling.
CHEVROLET It ton-truck-1960,
$100.00 free Schnauzer clipping and grooming Houses
vice "Your complete RV SALE-A-THON.
Phone 753-5311.
OctoberlOC $125.00. Phone 489-2595.
trimmed-formica tops
OIC
Arc Welding & Repair
Headquarters" Hwy 62 east, fabric with purchase of the with a personal touch. By ap- and doors-Quality
work- BY OWNER-three or four
bedroom
split-level
house
on
TRAILER
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky. Golden Touch and Sew by pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753- manship. Phonq 753-0790.
SPACE.
Opening
new
-Quality Work"
TFC
October29C Singer with desk console of your 4881.
nearly % .acre lot. Over 1800 trailer court 24,2 miles east of CHEVROLET VAN-1973, V8
365-5082.
October2NC
standard transmission. In,
choice. Your local Singer .
Phone 753-1729
square feet of living space-Large Murray on Highway 94. Phone
warranty. Phone 753-0001 after
BUILDING-, bath with separate
EXCELLENT, efficient, Sewing Center, Belaire Shop- SCARBOROUGH PLUMING & GARAGE
shower. 753-2377.
S29C
After 8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m., or can be seen at 1654
01C Electric Complete pump repair aluminum, siding, carports and Plenty of closets. Large outeconomical, Blue Lustre carpet, ping Center.
additions.
Now
Calloway,
is
Apartment
4.
the
OIC
time
to
your
old
check
Nance, Owner
Let
us
TWO
service.
Vernon
BEDROOM
12'x60',
air
shampooer
building with carport. Asking
cleaner. Rent electric
build. Call collect MaYfield 247- price $24,500.00.
conditioned trailer. Extension on
Phone 4,$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five PLYMOUTH FURY-l967 pump for you before you buy a 7672.
04C 4472.
S29C four door, good condition. Also new one. 24 hour emergency
S29P living room. Water furnished. OI.DSMOBILE CUTLASS--1968,
Points.
Two boys or couples preferred. air, brakes and steering.
service. Phone 753Vinyl WEIGHT WATCHERS: Are you
1971 Honda 350 Scrambler, good
OctoberIOC B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
Phone 753-0957.
OIC roof, white interior. Good car, interested in having a weekly
5543.
BEDROOM
THREE
condition.
01P
FARMERS!!
Phone
brick,
753-8903.
two
ATTENTION
basements, foundations, patios,
morning class in the community
Rhodes Feed Mill has received
sidewalks, driveways, retaining years old. Four acres with barn. MOBILE HOME, completely must sell. $1100.00. Phone 489- of Murray' If so,
please call Pat
2613after 5:00p.m.
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone
S29C
another truck load of gates. AKC REGISTERED poodle IRON Si Metal work, rebuilds walls, etc. Septic tank in- 3/
furnished, adults only. Paris
Zacheretti, 436-2103. and let her
trailer beds. Phone 753-2449. 05C
753-6648.
S29P
Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
stallations, 437-4734 or 437puppies, also young breed dog.
Landing. Phone between 5:00 and FURY 111-1965 four
door,'know It may be the best call you.
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate Phone 7534379.
October23C
06C WILL CUT and tori trees. For 4765.
04C automatic V8. Excellent con- ever made!
S29C.
SHORES-Large 6:00 p.m.901-642-7361.
KENIANA
$19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
dition, $325.00. Phone 753wooded lots for $25 down & $25
-8ft, chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft. YARD SALE, 416-South lOth information phone 753-1442. 05C
GUTTERING BY Sears Sears per month-Alltintilities including FURNISHED APARTMENT, 4358.
S29C HAVING PROBLEMS with yowl
chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain Street, Friday and Saturday 9:00
/
2
seamless gutters, installed per water-Lake access-All weather one bedroom, air conditioned. 21
hearing ac -understanding. For,
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link a.m.-5:00 p.m Phone 753-9429. LEE CHILDRESS Construction.
miles
from
Murray,
on
Highway
Larry
specifications.
Call
your
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436free hearing checkup and con;
gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate Clothing-adults and childrens, Driveways, patios, garages.
121. Phone 753-3139 or 753PLYMOUTH FURY 11-1965,
I.yles at 753-2310 for free 2473.
October 27C
sultation. _Call_ 4tIllit
$17.50. Also 6ft. steel post-$1.30. 35 glassware, old western books. Phone 753-6170.
02P
4064.
OIC new generator, radiator, hoses,
TFC
estimate.
percent hog supplement (pellet other miscellaneous items. S29C
consultant,7534632z Oeto4r3C1
plugs, wires and brake job
or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
A BUSINESS without a sign is a CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. WIDE
Murray, for your „„ home or TWO BEDROOM trailer, four Engine and transmission in
hog supplement (pellet or meal)
HAZEL awriOut
___,_ CLASSICAL GUITAR, almost sign of no business. Hanna Sign Rhodes Feed Mill will store your
excellent condition. Phone 753Main,St , Haat, Kentucky
$1100 cwt. Fly blocks-31"4:4t
2o
bile home. C,a1i Owner 7,53ntiles soUth._..1165.110._Per month. 1940 after 5:00 p m.
frw
)
any
or
amount,
'Miff lIorice- 44010. '30” CcImpany,753-8346.
Shelf
torn
TFC pm,
ISO?)
l97 8772 after I Cig PM
OSC
.....
023c Phone 7534646.-- - . _ _
.. •
02C
.
.
41 per cent dairy conccntrate
MeAtenc4
Skrilk21414.W4146
•111.11.0
DODGE-1969 pickup, aulomatic
art'Thir1116614Fjve wigs, $5.00 eath. Phone 437- JERRY'S REFINISHING & making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
*
....A..,
.„,er. IS
•
wormer boluses osi-Cents each."n
WANTTOBinf
Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for ONE'ACRE NT 148ri295' on black
6, in warranty. Been used as a Patterns and Colors. includinc44
5291' Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
more information.
car $1750 00 Phone Sam Harris many rare pieces
October9C top road in New Providence. WANT TO BUY
641.
Hwy.
on
Murray
South
of
July
16 and July
Oust bought ISO pcs, PK_ Miss
Phone 436-5860.
03C
65 cent e•ett• Rhodes Feed Mid 1971 HONDA 350 Phone 489-2406 JerryMcCoy, owner. (502) 492
05C America I
17 copies of the Ledger & Times. 7=4661'
Cuba, Kentucky. 382`I Buy now for Christmas! Layi
T.L.
Asphalt
Paving,
-...478c4tsu.. •
1:E.;
•
1rPleaaa-boing
-81
'Away Plan
Pay''
LOST & Fort,
now.
itt
-Driveways -Parking areas
Tunes Office, 103 North 4th PLYMOUTH--1965 Sports Fury, balanc' in 10 days Get it in tirne
for
Chnstrnak.
TFN('
two
door
hardtop,
air,
blue,
Repairs
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
LOST BROWN and white cocker Street.
The
steering and brakes. Sharp!
CAMR/tA
Phone 247-7201 anytime
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
spaniel, answers ,to the name of
All work guaranteed, free Doodles. $50.00, reward. Phone WANT TGBUY 60 acre or more Phone 753-0525.
R SALE
05(2 TOUR ENGLAND, Europe:
tendable farm, anywhere in
Hawaii, or Holy Land, $368.00 up.
Pentaxitmetic II A with
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking estimates.
753-0142 or city police.
02C county, prefer west of town.
F
S.M.C. lens. Phone
PONTIAC-- 1967. Excellent For more information write
gravel,
fill
also
dirt
bank
and
602 S. 12th
05C' condition, $350.00. Phone 753- Whoesale Tours, 308 Hospital
7534025.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. FOUND LADY'S ring, White gold Phone 762-2557.
Having trouble getting those odd with multiple diamond setting,
05C Drive, Princeton, Ky. (502-3655738
TFC
after
5:00
p.m.
or
354-8161,
on
sale
a
is having
04C
3334k.
Free estimate. No job fouqd near Tidwell's Paint Store
jobs
done?
SIOUX BUFFER, p0.00; Binks
everything in the house CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY to small. Phone 753IMPALA-1968;power steering
on Main Street. Person can have
air regulator, $40.00; Ludwig
October24C by identifying and paying for-ad.
and brakes and air. Excellent
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet 0605.
drums, citi4fLover payments; 22
02C 1urkamrs
Phone 753-4446.
condition.
TFC
Master
489-2504.
Phone
753-6188.
05C
FREE service 04
automatic NU 'scope. $50.001
insOection on any type of vacuum
n single shot with scope,$25.00;
TIMBER
Tenn
-LODGE
of
PEST
CONTROL
Billivilay
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
SERVICES OVETRED
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
gun cabinet, $65.00; pro custom
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South Tucky lake, Route I, Springville,
FOR THA best m pest cc:frivol Byer at your local Kirby Vacuum
model 300 Reknington rifle and
Tennessee
will
stone
do your
UNUSED 1973 World Book En- 13th Street, "Every day you
service and termite control call Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
,,ecope, 280 caliber, new, $165.00.
work. Large selections of stone ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
cyclopedia-10 per cent distount. delay lets bugs have their
OctoberlOC.
Superior
Exterminating +Corn- day or night.
Phone Jeff 753-7832 or 753Phone Paris,642-6551
TFC Phone 901-593-35M7 I
p.m.OIC way"
piny. 753-7266.
TFC
t
)4 7139
OIC phone 753-7632 after 5:00

Nm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY
1111

1

r

NANCE

CRAFT HOUSE

' Happy Ad

10-50% Off

Hap"

:INANE
AMPBELL

4
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Deaths and Funerals
Cleatus McDaniel
Dies Friday At
Local Hospital
Cleatus McDaniel of Murray
died Friday at 12:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital_ He was 55 years of age
and had been in ill health.
The Murray man was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born July 19, 1918, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Oda McDaniel
and Lelia Owen McDaniel.
He is survived by one brother,
Elvin McDaniel of Madison
Heights, Mich.
Funeral services will be held
:ioday at two p.m. at the chapel
(Of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
iorne with Dr. H.C. Chiles
• officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
:Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Scott
At Paris Home

•1

1

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Grant Higgins

Russia Used U.S.
Revival Will Wheat
Improperly
Open Sunday Huddleston Says
At Church

WASHINGTON AP) —
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, DKy., claims that the Soviet Union has used American wheat
Dr. Thurmon Bryant of to become the Good Samaritan
Liberty, Mo., will be the of the world.
The funeral for Grant Higgins
evangelist for the fall revival to
Huddleston made the comof Murray Route Two will be
open Sunday, September 30, at ments Friday as he responded
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the the
First &pall! Church. The to an announcement by the govchapel of the Max Churchill
services will be held through ernment of Indian Prime MinisFuneral Home with Rev.
Sunday, October 7.
ter Indira Gandhi that the SoHeyward Roberts officiating.
viet Union is loaning India two
Active pallbearers will be
million tons of grain.
Barry Rose, Billy Usrey,
He asked the Agriculture DeMarshall Higgins, John Thomas
partment to report on the disHiggins, Dwayne Hale, and
position of the wheat sold to the
David Norsworthy. Honorary
Soviet Union and what benefits,
pallbearers will be deacons of
if any, are resulting.
the West Fork Baptist Church.
"We believe that if a foreign
Burial will be in the West
country is able to reap huge
Fork Cemetery.
profit at the expense of the U.
Mr. Higgins, age 55, died
S.
taxpayer because of adminissuddenly Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
•
„,
tration policies, steps should be
while walking on a farm near
taken to prevent ierecurrence,"
Backusburg. He was a
said Huddleston.
mechanic at Billington-Forsee
Earlier, he had urged the deTractor Company, member
partment to look into charges
and deacon of the West Fork
that the Soviet Union was sellChurch, member of three
ing grain to Italy at a profit.
Masonic organizations, and
veteran of World War II.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Geneta Smith Higgins of
Murray Route Two; mother,
Dr. Thurman Bryant
Mrs. Nora Higgins of Murray
Services will be held on
Route One; three daughters,
Arise in the mail subscription
Mrs. Danny Thompson of Rock- Sunday at 10:45 a.m. and 6:30
peke of the Ledger &Times has
ford, Ill., Mrs. Gary Washer of p.m. Morning services will be
been made mandatory due to
Detroit, Mich., and Miss Penny held Monday through Friday at
ever-increasing cost of
the
Higgins of Murray Route Two; seven a.m., lasting for 45
newsprint and a Septearber 9
two sons, Larry Ronald Higgins minutes. The evening weekday
rise in postal rates by the Post
of Dawson Springs and Freddie services will be
at 7:30 p.m. Office.
Higgins of Murray Route Two; except on Friday
at 6:30 p.m.
Effective immediately, the
sister, Mrs Wilson Weaver of
subscription price for
Harchn Route One; four
Special music will be by the mail
in Calloway and adpersons
revival choir, directed by W.
grandchildren.
joining counties, will be $10.50
Rudolph Howard, minister of per year, $7.35 for six months,
music for the church, with Mrs. and $5 for three months.
John Bowker as organist and
The mail subscription price
Mrs. J.D. Rayburn as pianist. for persons living outside
The Youth Choir will also sing Calloway
adjoining
and
'Dr. David C. Roos will speak each evening from the balcony counties will be $23 per year,
for
$13.50 for six months or
on- the subject, "When Crisis choir loft.
three months.
Comes!" at the 10:45 a.m.
Dr. Bryant, native of
services on Sunday, September Oklahoma and
The Ledger & Times has
reared in Sudan,
30, at the First Christian
strived to hold-the-line on
Texas, earned his B.A. Degree
Church. His scripture will be
from Baylor University and his subscription prices for many
from II Peter 3:8-13.
months, despite the fact the
The Chancel Choir, directed B.D. and Th. D. degrees from paper's postal rates have inby Leonard Whitrner with Gary Southwestern Seminary, Fort creased considerably and
Galloway as organist, will sing Worth, Texas.
newsprint has skyrocked since
the anthem, "God Be In My
He was appointed as a the last raise in the subscription
Head" by Alec Rowley.
missionary by the Foreign price two years ago.
James Boone will be the Mission Board of
"We feel that the Ledger &
the Southern
worship leader and Vic Mar- Baptist Convention
and served Times subscriber is still getting
shall will be the candle lighter. in Brazil for fourteen
years in a bargain in view of the fact
Elders serving will be Johnny
the field of preaching and that practically every other
Reagan and Dr. William Smith.
teaching before returning to daily newspaper in the area has
Deacons and deaconesses will
an in county mail subscription
Jewell
College, rate of around $20," Ted
be Auburn Wells, O.B. Boone. William
Liberty,
Mo.,
as a professor in Delaney, circulation manager
Jr., Glenn Card, Mrs. A.B.
Crass, M.C. Ellis, Norman the Religion Department and said.
Hale, Fred McCord, Mrs. W.C. Director of In-service Training.
"We regret that the subMcKeel, and Leon Smith.
He is also serving as interim - cription
hike
price
is
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs. pastor of the Liberty Manor necessary," Delaney added
Del Fleming and Mr. and Mrs. Baptist Church.
"but the subscription income
Henry Holton.
must at least cover the cost of
Dr. Bryant has
held blank paper (newsprint) and
pastorates in churches in
Nita e than 'SA per cent of the Groesbeck, Texas, Cleburne, the cost of getting the paper
water meters used in the Texas, and Grandview, Texas. delivered to the subscriber
(postage) ,which has not been
United States today are at least
The pastor, Rev. Richard E. the case for several months."
20 years old, do not accurately
measure low flow consumption, Walker, and the church invite
are costly to repair and cause a the public to attend the services
huge income loss to U.S. cities. throughout the week.

Mail Subscription
Rate Increases

r

Funeral services for Mrs.
..Margaret Wilson Scott of Fox
Meadows Trailer
Court,
Murray, will be held today at
•one p.m. at the chapel of
iliidgway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with Rev. Granville
Courtney of Murray officiating.
- Banal will be in the cemetery
at Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Scott, age 35, died
Thursday at 9:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Howard Scott of Murray;
mother, Mrs. Mane W. Wilson
of Puryear, Tenn,; two
daughters, Miss Kathy Clayton
and Miss Clarissa Scott; two
sons, Joey and Ronnie Clayton;
three brothers, Everett, Billy,
and Jim Wilson.

Memorial Church
Plans Services
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will be speaking at the 10:50
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. services at
the church on Sunday, September 30.
Special music by the choir led
by Alan McCutchen, director,
will be presented following the
children's sermon. Guy Cunningham will be serving as
deacon of the week.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman
as director and Church Training
will be at 6:30 p.m. with Joe Pat
Futrell as director.

Dr. David C. Roos
To Speak Sunday

Goshen Church To
Hold Services

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thni Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Only!!

The Goshen United Methodist
Church will have an informal
worship service following the
Sunday School at ten a.m. on
Sunday. September 30.
Mr. - 'and .Mrs. Prentice
Wrather of Amarillo, Texas,
will be sharing experiences in
lay _witness mission. Goshen
will have a mission service in
November.
The administration board
meeting will be held Monday at
7:30 p.m.

I

Virgil R. Trout
To Be Speaker
Church Series

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Diplomats from the
United States and nine Western
European countries began today to prepare a declaration on
trans-Atlantic political and economic cooperation. The docuVirgil R. Trout, minister and ment is expected to be signed
lecturer, will conduct a series of by President Nixon and the
lectures at the University leaders of the nine Common
Church of Christ, October 1-3, Market nations when the Presieach evening at seven p.m.
dent is expected to visit Europe
• Histopics for the series are as later this year or early next.
follows: Monday, "Biblical Secretary of State Henry A.
Christianity Puts The World in Kissinger said earlier this week
Proper Perspective ;" Tuesday, in New York, "Our concern is
"Biblical Christianity and the to produce documents that will
Question of Morality:" Wed- have some historic signifinesday, 'The Real Jesus."
cance."
In addition to addressing
clubs
churches and civic
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP ) —
throughout much of the English- Iraq's leftist regime reopened
speaking world, Mr. Trout has the airport and lifted a curfew
presented over 300 campus in Baghdad early today after a
lecture series and has spoken in 24-hour search for alleged plotover 250 public high schools.
ters aiming to overthrow the
Trout is an active member of government, according to the
the American Association for Iraq news agency. The curfew
the Advancement of Science, and airport closure had been
the Victorial Institute of Great reported over Iraq radio early
Britain, the Society for the Friday. The report said police
Scientific Study of Religion, were searching for the killers
and the American Academy of of eight persons whose mutiReligion and Mental Health.
lated bodies had been found on
His biography appears in the outskirts of the Iraqi capiLeaders of American Science, tal over the last month. Vice
the South, President Sadam Hussein TakPersonalities of
Dictionary of International riti said the killers were plotBiography, and International ting to overthrow the governMen of Achievement. He served ment.
as guest lecturer in Christian
Apologetics in Landon during
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
the summers of 1964 and 1965. TAP) — Fighting continued
In addition to his regular around two towns near Phnom
lecture schedule, Trout serves Penh early today, although no
as Executive Director of the major action was reported, acInternational Foundation for cording to the Cambodian miliReligion-Science Research, as tary command. The provincial
well as serving as minister of capital of Vihear Suor across
Mayfair Church of Christ in the Mekong River 13 miles
Oklahoma City.
northeast of Phnom Penh reThe public is cordially invited mained isolated for the third
to attend these lectures, and week. Khmer Rouge insurgents
nursery facilities will "be also were reported skirmishing
provided, a church spokesman with government troops at
said.
Kompong Tuol, 14 miles southwest of the capital.
With the price of chicken on
the rise, chicken growers are
SANTIAGO, Chide t AP) -keeping an eye on an ex- The Chilean junta says it has
periment in which French arrested Luis C,orvalan, secretreeders succeeded in produc- tary general of the outlawed
ing dwarf pullets, whose birdCommunist party. He had belike appetites sharply cut feed
come
one of Chile's most want(ests at the seine tirne'the tiny
hens produce normal-Sized ed fugitives after the Marxist
(hicks to be fattened for mar- government of Salvador Allende was overthrown. In anKeting

Liquid

6-Bottle Carton - 10-oz.

.„

09

US 2-4 240-260 lbs.,
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.,
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.,
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs.,
Boars 32.00-35.00

39t

Rev. Mickey Carpenter,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church, will
be speaking at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. worship services at
'the church on Sunday, September 30.
His topic will be "When
You're Hot, You're Hot, You're
Hot You're Hot!" Church
School will be held between the
morning services.
Sunday at 5:30p.m. a mission
rally will be held by the Paris
District at the First United
Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn.,
with Rev. Bill Starnes as
speaker.
The general meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
church will be held on Tuesday,
October 2, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church with Mrs. A. M.
Alexander, Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette,
Mrs. Clifton
Harrell, and Mrs. W. B. Graves
giving highlights of their trip to
the Holy Laid.
Refreshments will be served
following the meeting by the
Ruth Wilson Circle. All women
of the church are invited to
attend. Th Mattie Bell Hays
Circle has cancelled its October
meeting so that members may
attend this special program.

Mayor Dolly McNutt
Speaker for Deltas
-Deer McNutt, mayor of Paducah, will be the guest
speaker at the dinner meeting1
to be held by the Delta t
Department of the Murrayt
Woman's Club on Tuesday,'
October 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house.
Mrs. Henry Warren, program
chairman, will introduce Mayor
McNutt who will speak on
"Women In Politics."
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Standford Hendrickson, Chester
Geever, Norman Hood, Dwight
Crisp, Harry Sparks, Will
Moore Beale, and Dr. Janice
Hooks.

* SPECIAL *
Plain One Piece

Dresses
each $ 1 29
Sweaters
each

49‘,

Offer Good October 1 - 31

Free Pickup and Delivery

COLLEGE
CLEANE
RS
1411 Olive Blvd.

Phone 753-3852

REVIVAL
First BaptistChut4i
Septepber 30-October 7
Services-10:45 --am.-81-6:30-prm.
et,

37.00-37.50
36.00-37.00
35.00-36.00

'Weekday Services-7:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.

HEAR THE GOSPEL
by Dr. Thurmon Bryant

48-oz.

Plus deposit or bottles

Rev. Carpenter To
Speak Sunday At
Methodist Church

"Love For Self" will be the
subject of the sermon by Bro.
John Dale at the 10:40 a.m.
service on Sunday, September
30, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Gary Lamb will read the
scripture from Espesians 5:2829. Prayers will be led by James
Thurmond
. and Jerry Humphreys.
'The six p.m. topic will be
"Love for Neighbor As Self"
with Paul Ragsdale reading the
scripture from Luke 10:25-37
Prayers will be led by Willie
Francis and Rany Wright.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m.
The regular fifth Sunday
meeting of all Bible teachers
will be held at two p.m. Sunday
in the auditorium with Jack
Rose speaking on "General
Principles Teaching."

"If my people, which are called by my name, shall hunible themelves,
and pray, and seek face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from
heaveg, and will forgivttheir 'sin, and will heal their land.' ii Chronicles Hl4

41.50-42.00
41:00-41.50
40.50-41.00

-YANKS, DON"I
GO HOME
LONIEN (AP) - The 81,
vCar-old Duke of I einster is offering 21,000 plots of historic
English countryside to American buyers.
•
The land, in Stases; Whete
%%Main the Conquerer stepped
ashoreCis availabl in plots of
25 square feet at $125 to $310
each, and the wliole area is to
be maintained as aaggitk

other development, the junta
said it was ready to renew
compensation negotiations with
U.S. copper companies which
had their Chilean mines nationalized by the Allende government.

ARE YOU PREPARED?

Federal State Market News
Service September 28, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Ac,t. 736 Est. 1500
Barrows and Gilts mostly
steady Sows steady to 25 cents
'Miter
(

300-239 42.00-4o
US 1.-3 t00-240 Tbs.,

Sermon Topics Are
Listed For Sunday
By Bro. John Dale

World Roundup

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
The International Monetary
Fund, which closed a week-long
meeting here Friday, has postponed enactment of basic reforms in the world's monetary
system. The leading member
nations were reported still
hopelessly divided on details of
reform and set a new target
date for next July. Meanwhile
the IMF confirmed that China
has made formal requests to
replace Taiwan in the organizatioR, although Nationalist
China has vowed to fight for its
seat.
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SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 29, 1973

Sing The Gospel Message
with Rudy Howard
and the Revival Choir ,
Dr. Thurmon Bryant, Evangelist

PRAY * WITNESS * ATTEND

